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The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
The Compitroller General
of the United Statea
Washinqton, D.C.

20548

Dear Mr. Staat&:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and oouaent on your
draft report on the expansion o~ ,, vanis &U."ichment aapaciQ'
in the United State•. All indicated 1a tile President.' a JUAe 26,
1975, meaaap to ConfXe&a •- W.a •t:.... is of great itaportanoa
to the Nation.
·

The President's proposal waa daai9ned to:
• Make olear immediatel.y our Nat.ional coDD! t.BM'tnt. to
provi4e the nee4e4 iaonaM ill u.s. capacl qo to
produce enriohe4 u:.at• to~ domestic and fore!qn
nuclea~:

\

power plarlu •

• Retain u.s. leadership as a supplier of sanicea
and technology for peaceful wsea of nuclear energy •

• Aaeure early crea-tion of a private competitive uranium
ea.ricbmeat: ift4utQ' -- en41D9 the Government

IDOftCIJ'OlY •

,

ll•U• ozo no cost 1:o
taxpayers and ,with all aecesaary controls and

• AcK'tompliah the above with
saf~a.

In contraet: to the Preatden~ • • proposal, tile GAO draft report
co:aclmtea that. (at DDA eho\114 reject the proposal reaei~
boa the pdYaua fiD .- . .
to ~14 a gaseou 4UtuiOJt
plaat, (b) t1aa ~- 8bH14 btd.14 and ova the n.eatt incremeDt of ~ aapaoi._,, _. (c) tha\ a Governmen- Corporation
should be anaUcl to tak• ~ «dst.ing and the nellt: new capaeit:.y.

n.-

)
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We believe the mo•t complete, acourate and objective
possible analysis and presentation of the problems, issues,
and alternatives is necessary to increase public under·standinq of the President's proposal and to provide the
basis for early Congressional action on that proposal.
However, as detailed below, the presentation, analysis
and evaluation in your draft report ia not suf fio~ently
complete, accurate or objective to sustain its conclusions.
We believe the report should be improved substantially
because it:
Doe• not address fully the President's proposal •
• COntaina factual inaccuracies or misinterpretations •
• Omits important considerations which, if taken into
account, "WDuld lead to different oonclusiona •
• R.afleau philosophic preferences (e.g., for a Government Corporation) rather than an objective evaluation
of the many consideration• involved.
• Does not emphasize the urgency of a decision on
expanding the Nation's uranium enrichment capacity -which ia important to our international leadership
in nuclear enarqy and our non-proliferation objectives.

Briefly, our major substantive reservations about. the report
are ammnarized below. Each of these points is discussed
further in Attachment A and detailed page-by-paqe comments
on the draft report are included in Attachment B•
• The draft report is almost exclusively limited to a

diaouaaion o! a proposal (still under negotiation) from
one industrial group - uranium Enrichment Associates -UBA., al.Jloat to the exclusion of an evaluation of th•
Preaic!ent.'a total proqram which would cover a number of
cooperative agreements with firms that wish to build
plants uai119 diffwsion and oentrifuqe technology in the
tranait.ion to a private competitive industry.

• '?he draft. report doea not reflect a clear underst:anding
of the remaininq unceruintiea in centrif uqe taohnol09Y

or the role that both technologies can play in sequence
in achieving a private competitive industry •

• The report does not seem to recognize that followinq its
conclusions may prevent ever achievinq a private oompetitive
uranium enrichmant. industry -- even thouqh it professes to
support. that objective.
• The report (a) anderatat•• th• risks to be
private finaa that. are contemplated in the
propoaal, (b) understate• the risks to UEA
and (c) ovarlltates the potential risks and

Government.

aaaumed by
President's
in its proposal,
coats to the
'
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• The report. dou not analyse objectively it.a •tron9

reooamendatJ.on that a (.4overnmant corporation be created
to provide uranium enrichment services -- which corporation would have many of the .... drawback• aa direot
government financing •

• . Th• di•cuasion of caah fl.ow and Government f inancd.J\9

is inaccurate an4 mialeadin9 in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget oat.lays that would .reau.lt
over the next. f ev yeara if the Government. builds n.-r
capacity; (b) inoorrect.l.y impliea that coats of a new
·a4d-on Govezmae.nt plant would be reoou'*1 in about
.6 yaara1 and (c) confua• reveau.e from exiating pl.a.at.a
and eventual revenae from a new add-on Government
.plant. The revenue from existing plants is largely
a repayment. for pa•t aacl current aoau to taxpayen
for building and operating' these plants.

,. • The atat-nt. that Govemmant-owned capacity could
be added at a coat aigilificantly leaa than that of.
a similar siaed privat.J.y-owaed plant ignores tha
broad.er benefit.a of priva'te finADcin9 and own.erahip
of uranium enrichment plant.a inal\lding the possibility
,' of attraC'tinq 80l'la $2 billion in foreip capital for
\be OBA plant.

• While an early decision on the approach to expa.naion
'of u.s. oapaoiqr is uaential to maintain the credibility
,of the u.s. ai& .. a reliable supply source, a delay of one
year or bfO -- beyoD4 the OBA planned d.an for haviag a
··plant. oa line -- wou.14 not. praeat. aeriou probl-.
/ru:rtberaore, alt.boagh a hal.f-ttiaed, GoVerwJlt91WM4
&44-oa plant could be «aplet.ed. by tJl.e 1M9imdn9 o.f
198,, a plant equivalent in capacity t.o the propoaed
VD plant could not be brought. on line aUl at leut
18 .:>at.ha after the presently aabe411led 4at.e for UBI.
plant compeletioa (mid-1983) •
• 'fhe oriUai• ia the draft. report: of private Yat.uu'
p l - to obtain lon9-t:.za •t.&Jte-or-pay• contract,• for
.ariohllent aervioea, &1111 illpliecl criUoi• of ~ providing
the ua:nilD vbich ia to be earicbed, a1199eata that GAO

may not. recognise cnarreat, widely accepted pract.ioea.
"Talte-or-pay• con:traot.a are now ued by B.RDA ia ..U.ing
aenicaa f...- exiaUDg plant.II and are ofMD. wsed in
indu'Uy -- t.or muuaple by utillti.. in pureb.aaing coal.

• 'fbe aritici- of pri:nt.e ,,..aze. • al.owneaa ia aignlag
up f'orei9n catio••n •1199•ta a laok of understancUav
of the imp&" of the anoert:aint.y while convreesional.
aeUon is awaited, aa4 t1le positive effect. that. early

COA,ruaional appXVYILl YOUJ,4 have.

'

report i• aorreat in ooao1ud1ng ~t. th• aaf9911Ud.in9
of naclear . .urial• and pnt.eodoa of olwified uelanology
is not. an iaaue in th• 4ebat.e over Government va. private

• The

ownerahip of a plan~. BoweYer, we believe ~· npon
ahould emphuis• that. proapt. aotion toward apuad!q the

Nation'• uranium enrichment. oapaaity would be a major
CODt.ri.but.ion t.o contJ.aued u.s. tecbaol09ical leadership
&D4 to non-prolifera~n objeod.v.a.

We urge strongly that. the General Aacov.ntJ.nv Of!ia• proceed
pxC111pUy with ta• c:orrecrt.ion an4 oc111led.on of iu repon •o
~t it. will not. oontribui:e further to delay in COngreaaion41
a~ on th• Preaident'• propoaal. •• beli.._ itt i• ••••n~ ·
t.ha~ a
deoiaion oa the ••ns for expudinf u.s. oap&Q~...
to marioll uranium be reached wi ~ut. furt:her delay.
'

••tJ.onal

we are

prepared to cooperate fall;r in pzo•i41D9 any ad.cUUonal
infOD1at.ion and aaaiat:anoe that. you 111.gbt. need in aoaplet.in9
your report.

Ai~
7?. e~u,,_/
RoMrt: c. leaeena, Jr.
Admtni•t.rator
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DB'.rAILBD DISCUl8XOS OF PROBLEMS SU191ARIIBD
IN THE LEftER TO MR. STAATS

• The Pn•ida~'• J.evi•laUw propoeial prod...
the buia for negot:iaUn9 cooperative aqreemanu with a mmber of private fizm that
pmpose t:o fia•.,., buil4, own, and operate
uranilm enriohment plant:a - both 4iffuaioa

an4 on~ - ., that. th• . .Uoa ..,- . , . .
towar4 a private OOllpeUUve incluaUr•

• !'be cont:axt for 1:hia proposal 19

-

Atcaia :&DU'ft" Aat require8 that "'1'be
deftlasi••nt, ua and cont:rol of a~a
eMJ:'9Y Mall be 4inot:ed 90 . . to • • •
free oompet.ition in priT&te

• The

)

.U.Orua••

•UUl'th•

eatezpriae.•

pngr• WU undert.aJten to ~ inc!1MIU7
will& • • • • to enrlobssnt. taalmoloU 80 that
tu- 001114 41eoicla what.her to entiar t:ha
fiel.4.

• A

• Ona fin, Uranium Bnrialment. baociat:.. (UM) ,
!au pnpolle4 to b\d.14 a plut '*111d.D9 . -

Pft••• - oaPMd-·

pro..a . . . . . . 4.lfhai•
aat.Md.r
tbe blM4 for the nen U.CU:-t. of
lfbne fizm haw now pzovoee4 plaaa 1a81ll9

oeatdflMJe tecmno1otY tor ~ ~--·
• 'Iba ~ Z9p0rt foauaea narrowly oa t:be pzopoaal
nbai~ b:r ua. !'b1a propot1al a ~ .,._
aaae it ia ~ only one that deal.a with ~ B9d
1Der1m1n• ol
oapaait.7• aaw..-r, 1- - t : lie
Yi••ll la iu pxoper -~. 1 ••• • • 1:M ·~

••"84

~ fer -.oU&~ a ...-.u... ayr1 •••·- .a.r
tM prapo•e4 J.eti,alat.ioa . . . - . . ~ fiat
n.p 1a printe ftDapcrlng ..a wrahlp ef all
futm:e ~u of •paciq.

/)

--

•-

'•

• r

2

)
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• Mi•undarat.andinq• are reflecu4 in the report'•:
\

• Prompt diud••al of 4iffwaion •• being unimportant
in moving uwu:d pri•ate

inTOl~t,

~

ud the

~\lllP

.

oentrif1199 •• an •-i•r -- rather thaa more 4iff1•
cult -- solution without private finanoinf an4
ovnarahip of a 4iffuion plant u a fi.nt atep.
'· \
• Concluion that OD'• choice of 4iffuiOD tec::rbaology
i• ou Yal.14 re&llOa for re~~ it• pnpo11al.
\

• Repeated reference to oanuifuge u

t.be •llOre

effiai•• teobaoiou• -- witbou- rwtaalslng ~·
WIOU1:aind.• aaMMJiated with it.

\.
'

\
\

• 8W)9eaticm that ceat.rifuge venture• ahcNld accept
JDOr• riak wbeD cauitu9e involYea great:er ri.U.
• ftere ia gaaeraJ. ap:e1m111~ i:M• tla• Datt iaorwnt. of
oapaoiq aboal.4 •UliM 4iffaioa t.eohnolocJy. '!here
18 ai.. a'1Mtaat.ial apew1n ~• auooee•tng iDcrwnu
a-.u •t.ili.. ceavif119e teahno~ - b1lt 'tlLl• ia not
auu... 8ab9Unt.lal eoonoala aacertaintt.. r.e1n and
t.M 41fha1- prooeaa may atill M compedt.ive for future
iactr1w1au •
• u.1. aeauifaip t-bM1917 i• well . . . . o~ o~ aationa
u4 a plln p&Olaniea plat i• •9bedlll. . ·to be OOllplehd
in 197,. B•t, we 4o DOt. Y•• know th• ~aa aa4
rellabillq, for example, of wa p1'04uad.cm of tJae
nqv.ired l&r9• nllllber of ceatrifil• unit., or t.be
operati.Dv, aaintenanoe and replaawnt coau of a\lCb
.... pro4aoed unit.a •

• Becaw of tmtar anoenaiat.i•, pri••b fU.. wiablDf
to QM the -tri.hge ·~··· ~ Deed. - n
and H able t:o aaaae JAiu rittll -- 41not17 OODUU7

wu••-

to th•

report'• coacluJ.w.

.:1
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A successful private diffusion venture would --

contruy to the draft report -- nave a direct.
relationship to ~e suoceaa of private cent.rifuge
ventures. For example, it could demonstrate:

)

• The end of uncertainty -- rai:her than oonUnued
delay -- as to whether the Government i• aeriowa
about a•tabliahing a private competitive induat:ry
and endiJl9 it• monopoly.
• That private induatry can raise capital~for building
enriohmen~ plant• and eatabliah aa~•f~oay relatio)lahip• with cuatomera, both domestic an4 foreign.

• That private industry financillCJ an4 ownership i•
po••ible while maintaininv all neoeaaary controls
and aaf•CJUard•.

\.

I
I

l.

~1

I
I

)
•

En41"9 a Qovemment moiaopoly i• uUWJ,r diffiaul.t a~
The ourJ:eDil need to comait M ~Z' new planU
offer. an eaaellent opport\lftit.y. Th• Pn>9na• that baa
been aade ~. . far in movin9 tovar4 a pa:ivau OOllpet.itive
induU:y -- inoludin9 the propoaala now hfore BRDA -i• the rualt of (a) the •tatutory ~t aitted
earlier, Qt) a aU'on9 polioy poaition ~aken in 1911,
and (a) a nvmou effort by induatry to napond to
the QoTernmeat'• acniona, and (d) a cenoerte4 effon
by the GoYerwn~ to c!efine oon41Uou wadar which
auah involvemen• can ooaur with all neceaaary con'trola

bea•.

and

)

8ad~4•.

.....

• To decide now to build mre

90vernmea~

oapuity

a period of ~ yean vitho\lt oonaUueUq
nw planta) could no~ belp lnat: oaat. aoubu - ..,...,
potmiUal private induat.ry participanU and awai:Cmera,
~ ad fonip ai>out. aurrent. or future uaertieaa that ~ Goftrwat. ia Mrioue in iU efforU
to in~l'ft induatry and en4 it.a .,nopoly.
(after

...
)

• Contrary to implleaUoaa ia the report, there ia no
atronw rea80n to •uw•t: 1:hat it VODJ.d be - i e r or
more effect:iv. t» begin the t:ranaid.on to a ooapeUt.ive
induat:zy with ceot:dflll'• t.eobnol.9ff. &<* on.17 V0'114
the aw qpea of Gcmtnment: oooperatdon and t.lllporazy
u•uranoe• be ~ - and })09aibly more beoa•e
of the J.arver \1DOenalnU• - but: the anaUon of a
Gov.~t oorporation. at thia U.. would undexcut: the
whole conoept: of a privai:e indwstry in the field. •

• The report faila to racogniae the r1aka tiiat: privat.e
fir.a "°'114 have ill dealing vit:h aalti-billloa dollar
pxojecta in...olving c:luaified tec:lmolon whiah hu m»t
~ been proftll in a ocwneroial aa"1q.
Wi~
aoepUon, potenU&l entranu in the mricbiD.t iac!uu-y

a.a repn9-ud..- of '1le u.a. flnaaoial uo 1 q
Yi.,.4 t.hJJI aoUYl~ • preaaU.V abDOm1 bua.bU•
1
••

dak -

aoocmSiJl9

ill lt74 burbp.

to theLr teatf llOQ before t.IMt .JCU

•

• '1'h9 report. doe8 not: reoopi.. adequately that., \Ulder th•
PJ:98~'• prape•al, ~t: -~ ~ l.u~
'.\'
cnJ.r for a Ualua tranaiuon period antt_. -.ia ~
.~;

mat:am.Uoallr, i.wia9 tbe plant: ewnu vltll --.r batn..a \.
:r-r pnie4 of pl_.
'\
~\

riaka for at: leut: the 20-25

• The report: hO'Xi 1ncla get.ting •.,re equit:able IJharin9 of
riaJta• vban centri.h9• teohnoloca i• ~, bu~ wivu no

clear indiaati• of what, 8P8Cifiaa117, 1llOUl4 ooaatJ.•ut::e
• m 8Q1d.1:abla IJharin9 of rlau• or llOlf' t:W.a toaJ. llip~
be acrb.1..-d. ttaare ..... no raoognitlaa tba• . .t.rlf\19e
tect.no.1Gg7, 1a tbe aaar t.ai:a, inftlVM •ra ~ *-8

\\

'\

'·

~h•loa t.abao~.

)
(I

I
'

I

I

,

5
•

)

•

Ia the aa•• of th• OBA pxopoHl, th• re~ (a)
erroneo•ly •bt.. . or iapli• ·in aeveral aont.exu
tlul- OBA VIMll4 receive a gu&r•~ lit retum on
equiq, and (b) faila to grup that., ~ OOllplete
loa• of priYata equity ill ~ p¥Oject ia JMarbapa re110te,
there 1• a aubataat:J.al risk of parUa1 1oN of private
equit.y. ftu, ~· report 9iYM u enoneou and
4iatorted Yi. . of th• uu. pxopoaal. -- It 1• particularly
illponaa• t.lult ~ .-u. of riflk be ~Y u4
fairly treated aince •inadequate riak• 1e oeaual 'Ito
the GAO i:h. .i• that t:b• pzopoaal. b• rejeoucl.

repon iapli• t:hat 'thUe an auatanU&l ftpaac~
riaka to th• CloYeDMDt, • •9., t1'e illplicatioa at t11e· ,
out:M~ t:bat the GoveDMnt pzolaaly would •pend fl lt!~Uoa
to iltpl•1n1' it.a propoae4 Pzotr• -- wbu the plan
\\
virtuall.y aaaur•• that thi• will not. happen.
·\ '·,,

'!'he

•

I

'

'

•

)
s.

The argument tha~ riaka WCNlcl be un41lly Qif1:e4 to i;be \
Pederal GoY•rwnt o~loou ~· f ~ that if th• l'eclar•
GoYerDw• ft.nan- aa4 OWM ..sdittiovJ aapaci.q i~
.,.
bears all the riab tor 1:ba aUre life of flub.

Th• uait. ~

ao..

not

wlz• obj~

ita ·~ ·

rec+MNnLuo;-dUlt a Gftrwa• oo!Ri#iilOi Le O'J:Mtir
to rroiidi ur&DI• enrloliMnt ,aervlcu. i'Oi exaiRPie1
•

\

Tbe u..nioD t:bat aana9WDt by • GoV.nment. oorporation woal.4 be .___ effeftive• ta DR lt.aked 1lP 1JF
re&90M - - ftller ~ fre•t• fda ~ it1149•t aa4
appropriaUOM pnoeaa wbicla . .,. be udMirable.

•

1:o ooaolud• t.bat a GoTeru11at oorpo.rat.ioa ia 9"W1bov allbst:antially different frcm ~·
~· ama-run oparaUoa wbea, 1D ~. it a-111
MOllD._ .._,i•Jly to OOD-.lnuU.On of a Government

'!'be repozt -

monopo1y.

)

""'

\

\

\\

I

.

,.

• Maay diH4,,.,.tapa of a

)

:...:mmeat

aozporaUon -

wbioh ___/

alao apply in wt. -.... to the present operation& an not mentti.aaa4,

bel.slnv 1

• Urania enriatmsnt la not. an activity that oan be
perfozmd wall ~ by ~ 1'.S.ral Goftrnment. J:t
i• . .•end.ally a cc u:oial/in4uaui&l aotivity.
• Urani- enriolmu.t -J:Yiae capacity must. expand
rapidly o-nr t:he next fft' year• and that expanaion
ooul.4 occu.r in t.be prlnu sect.or - rather than
swell the l'ederal

-ctor.

• Borrowing &ca t:be '!nuury by a Government corporation u in the e&M of UM bd.W..9 added capacity - would
add to t:Jia t:ot:al Of the nailona.1 debt and net outlays
would add t:o the l'eder&l budget deficit •
• As the Ration'• reliaaoe on nuclear power grcwa, maintaintn9 a Federal IMJ!NJPOlY voul.4 lead to an •Preoedented
deffte of l'edaral. aonb'ol cmar the Had.on'• elect:rioal
WJ:'9Y npply and u.sf 119 that. 110nopoly aoul.4 become nen
•re diffioul~ vit:h an entrencW Gcw&rw~ oozporad.on •
• The Kat.ion would foz-.10 th• adY&Dtaqaa of private
~Ution vhiah can provide incentivee OYer the
long run for io..r OHU, iatproV94 effieieace• and
t.atmological · ~~

-

u wall u • 110re diverM

bue for uUUU.. to obUia their ful.

u9wn~ iA the ~ ~- OJIA may eDCOaDter
pn!>lw la ~ ~ debt f inanc1n9 becaue
of antioipat.4 ~ of •pibl in ~· u.s. voul4
apply equally t.o bonw!.ag by a GOYerrmmlt. Co~rad.oa •

• lfM

-w.nv

• '1'be po11•il»i.llt:y of
up a Ocmu:maent. Corporad.on to t:Ke ONr aiadng planta aad fina•, buil.4 an4

w• -.

••&!a

la u.. to
u.1.
for addidoaal eapaeiqr 1a open to ••riowa quuuoa.

operaa ...., -..-- -

(/

~,
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• Con•truction of additional Government enriohin9
facilitiea would have a •ivnifioant nea.r texa b\ldget ,
impact. The irliti.al illarwnt of a Go~ aM-oa
plant would involve badv•t outlaya iA the ped.oc1 of
l'Y lt76 w f t l.98l of abo\l't fl.6 billion (lt7• dollan). '
A Govem11ent-owne.t plaait aoaparabl• in •in to t.be
UBA plant would require nearly $2.5 billion (J.za lt7'
dollar•) iA outlay• between rt 197' and n 1913.

• Thu• outl.aya oould repre•ent a •ignificant additional
filWMliav r~• fEOa dcmeaU.o hada, partiaul.arly
over the nexi; fw yean. Th• U:U. prop[Nlal awbaitted
in Hay and now t.be eubjeot of nevoU.t.lou aont--

plata• uing aign.ifi~ amount. of fonip aapiUl -but with fina u.a. 09lltrol of th• V9fttU• -- thua
ainimiaiD9 the illp&Gt. of financiQCJ requir-nta on
doaeatic oapi~ market•.

)

• An add-on plant wo11l4 not. pJ:Oduoe eDOllCJh revenue to
recoup ooau -~ af tar 1990 rather 1:hD in 6 yu.ra
the ctraf• npon illpliea •

a•

• Reveauea froa exi•t.J.nv uraaima enriobinv planta laqely
npreaent a rapa,..at for ooat.a borne by the taxpayera.
Th. .• revenuea are oount.4 on to offen the aoat.a of
exiatd.n9 pluu and other PecSeral pzotr- ancl, if not
avail.able for ~ pu.rpoae, would ban to be replaced
by bighu taxu or 4ef18ita. Th. . . r.wenw ahould
not be conflaM4 wlt:b tile •Yentul reYanw fi:ma 1NtJdiD9
new Qovermaent capacity.

)

I

'-.

I

•
1.

• Then muSo\lb1:edl.y would be acme aavinp in buildiacJ an
add-on GoYerDIGent faollity -- tbzough,uae of connon
support. faciliti•• and from tyi1l9 in with an exiatin9

plant'• pzodllOtioa proaeaa1 but a conat.ruction coat
dJ.ffarenti&l i• unlikely t.o be •• great aa GM>'•
eatiaata of $600 million.

Hovev.r, it auat be reoo9nize4 that thi• differential
(a) ipor• tbe a\lbatantial a4vant&9•• of 110Yin9

toward a private coapeUUft indutry, an4 ():)) ignoru
the greater potential of drawin9 on foreign aourcea
of financ:iJMJ (but with u.s. control) if private
industry 1a involved. The UBA proposal eonteaplatH
attraatiJ19 aome $2 billion in foreJ.911 capital which,
if it can be ai:t:ain. . , would rea\llt in dcma•tic capiUJ.
f iuncing of some fl billion laaa than for a
aov.rnmeat plant.

·..

''

\

• A n\mbar of the benefits of private fin&AOing and
ownarahip ara •'-•rized under point 5, above.

\
'\

8.

• The 4raft report refleot• aonaa.rn about potential
alippave in the date when UBA would haft a plant 011
line. UEA' a propoaal oontemplat.ea inid.al pro4\lftion
ill 1981 vitb full pzodw:ition in aid-1913.

were t.o add on a •half-aiae• plant to
an ed.atJ.nv plant, iaid.al p.i:o4l&ct.ion would not begin
uatil l.913, with full pndacUon at the 1>a9iuing of
1914. If the add-on plant vu equivalent in capacity
to tbat of the UBA-ps:opoaad plant, initial production
woa14 001 aw in l98J with full prodwttion at the
bagfnnt119 of 1985.

• Xf the

)

Goft~t

\
\

\

\

'

•

.In aay cue, the oancella-.f.ou in n'8Clear pcRMr plant
orc!en and alippa9.. 1n plant on-line datu hara and
abroad -- combined with th• ability of th• u.s.
Government to use it.a atookpil• of eariched u-ani• -would. allow flexibiliq to aoooJNIOdate some allppaga
in the on-line dau pzopoaed by UEA..

•

Whether or not there would ba a clelay ia atil.l a matter
of OODjactv.re. 8099 believe OBA oould not - t it.a
pZOJ08ed aobe4JaJ.eJ Othen poin~ Olli: t:ha1: priY&telymana9ecl oonatruotion pzojacta oould move .Ora quiak.l.y
than tboH undertaken for the Govenmant.

9.

\

•

•

Lon9-tena •take-or-pay• eontraou are now uaed by
BRDA for eariam1nt aeniaea fna GoYenu.at-owned
plant.a ancl foreip .oucaa. Also, BIUa COD.tract.a
requin a a..._taatJ.al autcmar down paJ9ent. Moreover,
f i a . .i,m&.g to eapley ceat:ri.fGge teobaoloa will
moat llkely -.ploy loa9-UJ:a •ta1ce-or-pay• coDt.r~•·
Loag-teza •ta1te-or-pa:r• eont:raota are ~n in indut:.ry,
puUaularly between 11tiliti• and fima in the ooal
in4u~.
811Gh ooniiraata are uaed aa aeca:ri~ for

obt•t••a.v 1--UD& deb• ftuaoiav
infttlt:menta are require4, u

vheR large oapiUl
in opemS1a9 new coal miw.

•

Oraniua feed -teriala are
by any urani- ..richer.

•

'l'b• nee4 for Coagreaaional aad.on on tiMa Preaident'a
lavialaUTe pxopoNl i• well reoopi_. by pot:eatial

n~

OOJlYellUOMlly a11pplied

c!cmutia aa4 foreign e11ato11era and inftatora.

•

n. pr~ ia .-nera fer ocmt.iallJ.ng the
aovarwat moaol1(>1y tb%o1afh blli14in9 adclad oapaoity

ama or a
•

)

~

COJ:poraUon 1• ai.o well Jmowa.

by

Both fAO'tA)ra ooat:ribna, qdte unclent...s•bly, to the
uaoertaiaq aa to u.s. pl.au u4 th• t:o acme delay ill
ai9JliDg up aut:owsra aDll .tn...nora.

\
~

,

10
11.

• Th• fa.at that foreign CNatomera were not. able for many
aontha to aip flra lon9-una contract• with a us source
of urani• •ariabllu.t aeniGe•'dm9ed t.b• credibility
of the nation u a •upplier and baa increaaacl pr:eaaue in
other aaUou for development of enricbalent t9chnology
aD4 conau.at.ion of pluta.
• There i• iacr-ill9 evidanae t.ha~ other nation• are
tm:ai.Ag' to pot...Ual aupplien out:aide the us, thus
laoreaaiJM,J the preaaure for C01l9Uuation of more
enri.ab•en't pl.ante atmNld.

)

\

'\

ATTACHMENT B

COMMENTS ON DRAFT GAO REPORT ON lJRA.:HtJM
Report Reference
Digest

E:~RICHMENT

Comments

Page i, Para. 2

Erroneous implication that Government will expend $8
billion, when plan virtually assures that this will not
happen. Moreover, any Governnent expenditures will be
recovered by Government through reimbursement of cost
of assistance or, in event of takeover, from revenues
received from Government sales of enriching services.

Page ii, next to

Factually incorrect in that Government purchase of UEA
SWU's will~ be unli:nited, rather specifically limited
as to amount, time and circumstance.

last point
Page ii, last

point
Page iii, first
2 lines

)Page iii, Para. 1

Page iii, Para. 2

)

Factually incorrect in that UEA access to Government
S\·nJ's will not be unlimited, rather specifically limited
as to amount, time, and purpose.
Erroneous implication that the Government will reimburse
domestic equity in lJEA in all circur:istances i f UEA
project fails. Depending upon circurustances, UEA
domestic equity could be totally or partially forfeited
Factually incorrect in that UEA domestic equity will not
receive an essentially guaranteed return on their investment. In event of takeover domestic equity may lose
part or all of its investcent. Further after the
transition period, UEA will risk losing return on
equity if it fails to produce product to meet commitments to its customers.
While probably correct, this statement does not appear
to be relevant to an evaluation of the proposed Nuclear
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975. Furthermore, we do not
believe that use of gaseous diffusion technology is
appropriate as a reason for recorr:mended rejection of the
UEA proposal since ~aP.y of the values of private
enrichment are independent of the technology employed.
It is generally agreed that the next plant should use
this process. Additionally, it is not at all clear at
this time that plants using gaseous diffusion will not
compete with gas centrifuge plants for future increments
of capacity.

- 2 -

ReEort Reference
Digest

Comments

Page iii, last three
points under
Conclusions

Factually incorrect in that investors are not
guaranteed a rate of return.
Furthermore, with
the exception of the first conclusion (treated
above) the observations made could apply equally
well to private efforts employing the centrifuge
process. Any "financing uncertainties" are largely
the result of the uncertainty over the present
position of the Government and can be expected to
be resolved by passage of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance
Act. There is no reason for believing that the UEA
plant would be on line any later than a sir.iilar
sized Government plant.

Page iii, next to
last point

Factually incorrect in that Government add-on
plant schedules 4.5 million SWU in 1983, 9 n:illion
by 1985, about 1 1/2 years behind UEA proposed
schedule for a plant of the same size--so even a
substantial slip in UEA schedule ~ould not put it
behind the Governnent schedule. Noreover, Government
operations are also, like private efforts, vulnerable
to interruptions, uncertainties and delays.

)
Page iv, middle para.

Erroneous i~plication that private centrifuge
enrichers are likely to be willing to assume more
total risk with a less advanced technology when all
evidence points in the contrary direction.

Page v, 2nd point

There is no basis developed in the report for this
recm:rrrnendation; nothing in the report indicates any
reason for concluding that the proposed Nuclear
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate or
undesirable legislation for assisting private
employment of advanced enriching technologies.

Main Text
Page 7, last sentence,
first para.

)

:

Factually incorrect in that a new plant to operate
econorJically euploying the gaseous diffusion process
requires approxir:.ately 9 million SWU and the gas
centrifuge process capacity probably some~here in
the range of 2 to 3 nillion S~'U, as yet undetermined.

- 3 Report Eeference

Comments

Page 9, first sentence

Incomplete, thus misleading. Text should indicate
that ERDA officials stressed that the process has
not yet been determined to be technically or
economically feasible, t:rns that production phint
extrapolations at this time are meaningless.

Page 10, second para.

Misleading and incomplete in that no mention is
made of the fact that several years of intensive
work and sizeable co~JUitcent of resources have been
made by a substantial nu::~ber of private firms in
developing their present positions, and, in the
case of the four groups cited, in developing
extensive plans for participation in private
enrichment. Very extensive marketing efforts
have been undertaken, particularly by UEA.

Page 11, last para.

Seriously erroneous implication in that needed
assistance and assurance to private projects is
expected to be on a basis \.chich provides such
support at the e:·:oense of the uri vate project,
whereas the context ir::plies that this would be
at Government expense.

Page 14, last sentence

Misleading, implies no efforts underway on hedge
plan; approxi~~tely $4,100,000 has been expended
to date on conceptual design of an add-on gaseous
diffusion plant.

Page 17, 5th sentence

Erroneous implication that participation will be
55% domestic, 45% foreign. Participation
contemplated is 40% domestic with 55% of voting
right and 60% foreign with 45% voting rights.

Page 22, 2nd sentence
under Access to EP~A
stockpile

Factually incorrect in that 9 million SWU are not
available throughout the 5 year period, but on
a declining basis to zero over the five year period.

Page 23, 3rd para.
within 3rd sentence

Erroneously implies that the Government would be
required to pay return on equity in the cases noted.
UEA in such cases proposes (May 30 letter)
"return of their original investment and additional
compensation, as deter~i~ed by USG, to reflect the
results achieved to tbe date of transfer."
(Underlining added.)

)

- 4 Re~o~:

Factually incorrect - should read "gross negligence".
This is important because simple negligence is cause
for partial loss of equity.

Pabe 25, last para.

Seriously incomplete and potentially misleading; context
unclear; may depend upon whether UEA or ERDA complete
the project; should be expanded extensively or deleted.

Page 26, last sentence

Factually incorrect - it does not constitute a Government
guarantee of this rate of return - see earlier conu~ent
on page iii of Digest.

Page 27, first para.

Seriously erroneous implication that the $1.4 billion
maximum "takeover" commitment and $1.2 billion SWU
purchase com.T.it~ent (which might be required if 6 million
SWU were purchased) are additive. In any credible
situation SWU purchase would only occur if the plant
were operable by L"EA in a production sense, hence
"takeover" had not occurred or would not then occur.

23, first para.
first sentence

~it~in

Paca 28, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Page 29, 3rd sentence

)

Connnents

Page 24, last word at
end cf first para.

~Pag~

r

~eference

Factually incorrect; should read "gross negligence or
willful misconduct."
Factually incorrect; UEA risks loss of part or all of
domestic equity during transition period, thereafter
risks loss of return on equity due to failure to
produce product. Furthermore if the project proceeds
satisfactorily as is implied by the term "essentially
riskless" then there would be no cost "borne by the
Government" except for any SWU purchases which are,
of course, resaleable.
Erroneous ic::plication that "normal business operations"
(see page 28) associated with businesses performing
services always cover risk of supplying materials being
processed (nillers do not supply grains bei~g milled).
The normal business operations of supplying enriching
services does not involve supp~ying the feed material.
Neither ERDA nor foreign enrichers undertake this risk.
Therefore the implication that UEA is proposing a novel
system is factually incorrect.

- 5 Report Reference

Cor:ur.en ts

Page 30a,first sentence

Erroneous implication that all "nornal" operating
risks are hedged - not so - after transition period
UEA has risks of loss of return on equity through
failure to produce product; factually incorrect in
that the Government does not guarantee equity if the
plant is not completed - VEA may lose all or a portion
of equity during the transition period, thereafter it
may lose return on equity due to inability to produce
product to ~eet cormnitmcnts during an exposure period
of 20-25 years.

Page 31, 2nd para.

Erroneously implies that long term take or pay contracts
with cost pass through pricing are abnormal for enriching
services industry. This is the practice of ERDA and
may well be the practice of those employing the
centrifuge process.

Page 31, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication that industry will not be regulated
should the need arise. Noreover, the relevance of the
point is questionable if custo~ers have no objection
to 15% return, cost-pass-through, long term take or
pay contracts. Unless custo~ers do subscribe to the
project, it cannot proceed. The industry will be
subject to NRC regulation.

)
Page 31, last para.
2nd sentence thru
end
para.

Erroneous implication that advanced technologies do
not offer cot:lpetition to lJEA. They will do so w:i:th
respect to uncommitted portions of UEA 1 s initial plant
capacity and to any potential future additions of
capacity. The same aomr.ent could apply equally well
to a Government add-on plant.

Page 32a,2nd para.
portion of last line

Factually incorrect; under no circunstances is UEA
guaranteed a 15% return on investment equity in a
takeover situation.

Page 32b, last sentence
first para.

Factually incorrect; in the event of takeover during this
period for reasons other than gross cisraanageIT!ent, gross
negligence, or willful oisconduct u~A risks losing both
a return on equity invest~~nt and a portion of its
equity invest~ent. It could be pointed out that
inability of CSA to ::oll :y;~-;:: cons tr~ction loans at the
end of the construction ?eriod could trigger a
Governnen t u,keover but 'rnuld also presu::~eably permit
the Governn:t'.nt to be the o"':1er of a.~ orerable plant at
a cost (considering foreign invest~ent) substantially
less than the Covernncnt ~ould i~cur in construction
of its own plm1t.

of

)

- 6 Report Reference

Comments

Page 32c, first para.
portion of last
sentence

Relevance of absence of price regulation is
questionable. In fact, price regulation could
operate to remove risk of competition.

Page 33, the word
negligence in the
first and fourth
sentence

Factually incorrect (should read "gross negligence")
and strongly misleading; implies only risk to equity
is in extreme conditions cited which would be
0
difficult to prove. 11 In fact equity is at risk in
many other situations. Report fails to recognize
extremely i~portant point of potential for partial
loss of equity.

Page 33, first ·
sentence under
first major heading
Page 33, first para.
end to last
sentence

)
Page 33, first para.
last sentence

)

Factually incorrect, UEA is not assured of a constant

15% rate of return
Erroneous inplication; while the gaseous diffusion
process could be considered as a chemical process,
the enriching services industry does not resemble
the chemical industry - no single chemical product
or service involves a capital investcent of $3.5
billion and long tern pay out - a ~ore nearly
comparable industry in these respects (but not in
degree of business risk) is the electric utility
industry.
Seriously erroneous implication that entry into
enrichment industry presents only the nonnal
business risks - overlooks unusual difficulties in
licensing nuclear activities, possibilities of
nuclear moratoriums in Various states and the
unprecedented risk of investing $3.5 billion in
a single venture as yet unproven coF.~ercially based
on secret technology. It should be noted that
wi.thout exception, potential entrants into the
enrichment industry and representatives of the U.S.
financial cor.~unity during 19
hearinbs before
the JCAE viewed this activity as presenting
abnornal business risks.

- 7 -

)

Comments

Report Reference

Paee 44-45
Beginning last
sentence page 44

last sentence,
first para.

Factually incorrect; should read 11 F.RDA's present
policy is to permit domestic companies who expect
to provide enrichment capacity in the United States
to initiate unclassified discussions with foreign
entities within the confines of the Atomic Energy
Act and the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 110 Rules and Procedures."
Incomplete. Should add statement that "The Government
would have to assure that the proposed arrangement
would be beneficial to the U.S. 11 Also should revise
last sentence as follows:

"Any arrangement would be subject to an
appropriate Agreement for Cooperation between
the U.S. and the country or countries of the
foreign entity. The GovernQcnt findings as
to the Rcceptability of such proposals would
be judged on the basis of:"

Page 46, first para.

)

Seriously erroneous and misleading i~plication that
cost bcne(it cited is due to Governrrent construction
of "next increrr,ent of enrichn:ent c21)acity" whereas
figures cited are due to the existine Government plants
and assumes ERDA estimates of revenues based on attainment of proposed legislation permitting establishment
of co~.mercial charge, presently estimated at $76 per

swu.

Page 61, 1st para.
first sentence

Factually incorrect in that the UF..A plant, which rriay
be the last of its kind, if more advanced processes
prove economical in time, is in fact related to the
interests of other potential entrants. Early action
by the Governnent to support UEA ~:ould enable other
private entrants to secure foreign and dot:estic
custoners by virtue of this de~onstration of serious
intention of the Government to rely on private
enterprise to supply needed enrichnent capacity.

Page 61, 1st para.
second sentence

)

Factually incorrect. See earlier co~~ents in regard
to facts of UEA's risks. Moreoever, as to co~petition,
UEA is already encountering corr.petition from the
centrifuge because sever~l large pote~tial custorers
(T\'A, Consu:'.1ers Power, t\.:o Texas utiliti.::s and others)
appear to have passed up UEA as a SU??lier and are
alrea~y dealing ~ith potential centrifc;e enrichcent
suppliers.

- 8 Report Ref erer.ce

Comments

Page 61, 2nd para.

Incomplete in that borrowing from the Treasury under
Government ownership would swell the total of the
national debt and, in such case, net outlays would add
to the budget deficit.

Page 61, third para.
first sentence

Erroneous implication that this potential difficulty of
obtaining long term financing is peculiar to UEA and
not equally applicable to other potential entrants.
Moreoever, all private industry will experience these
difficulties if more and core new Government agencies
(such as the proposed government enrichment corporation
proposed by GAO) are enabled to borrow in the money
markets.

Page 61, third para.
2nd sentence

Erroneous implication that this is an inherent problem
when it probably would be overcor:e ir..mediately (for
UEA and other private projects) if the Congress passes
the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, thus serving clear
notice of U. S. Government support for private entry.

~age

61, fourth para.

Factually incorrect; UEA investors will not receive
a guaranteed return, furthermore Government funds are
not at risk.

Page 62, first para.
third sentence

Erroneous implication; Government schedule is end of
1983 for 4.5 million SKU and the first part of
1985 for 9 million SWL' whereas i f UEA schedule slips
1 1/2 years they wili have 9 million SWU by the first
part of 1985. It should be observed that Government
schedules also might slip.

Page 62, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

We would disagree. Separate corporate management of
enrichment facilities, due to time required to obtain
necessary legislation and dispersion of experienced
personnel between ERDA ~:id the corporation, rr.ight
well preclude ti~ely irnplerr.entation of Government's
hedge plan should such action become necessary.
Moreover, est2.blish!.'ent of such a corporation.'would
reduce confidence in Goverr.rr.cnt's intentions to
transfer responsibilities for future enrichment plants
to the private sector.

)

- 9 Corre:ients
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Report Reference
Page 62, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication. It is not at all clear that a
Government corporation would be freed from budget
constraints. This would be contrary to the spirit,
if not the letter, of the "Budget Reform Act" of 1974.

Page 63,

Erroneous implication that private centrifuge enrichers
are likely to be willing to assuce more total risk
with a less advanced technology when all evidence points
in a contrary direction,

Page 63, last point

No basis is established in the report for this recoffif.lendation,
i.e. , the report does not indicate where the proposed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate, or an undesirable mechanism, for assisting develop~ent of a
competitive uranium enrichment industry.

Appendix I
Page 65, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Page 66, first para.
last sentence

Factually incoreplete. The following should be inserted:
Brazil has recently made an agreement with the Federal
Republic of Germany under which Germany ~ill not only
sell power reactors to Brazil but also establish in
Brazil the complete nuclear fuel cycle, incl~ding an
enrichment plant using the jet nozzle technology. 11

Page 67, last
sentence

Incomplete. In lieu of the last sentencet the following
could be used: "Zaire has expressed interest in some type
of enrichment plant to utilize excess hydropofier but so
far no one has come fo1v:ard to finance, build and operate
a plant there. 11

Note:

)

Factually erroneous. The statereent should read:
"The Eurodif consortium, in which Fra..;ce has a 42 percent
interest, Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, Belgium
12 percent, and Ira'1 10 percent, 11
11

Proposed arrange~ents between UEA and the Government are in the process
of negotiation.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OP' THE UNITED STATES
WASHINQTON, D.C. ZON8

B-159687

The Honorable John o. Pastore, Chairman
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Congress . of the United States
Dear Mr. Chairman:
In response to your request, we are submitting this
report on the proposed legislation tQ develop a competitive private uranium enrichment industry. A major part
of the report deals with the proposal by private industry
to build the next increment of enrichment capacity.
The Energy Research and Development Ad~inistration's
comments along with our conclusions are included in the
report.
We will contact your office in the near future to
arrange for the release of this report so that copies Cpn
be providea to other congressional committees and to
interested Members of Congress.

r~yot/ ~
Comptroller General
. of the United States
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DIGEST.
Before uranium can be used in most nuclear
powerplants to generate electricity, it must
undergo a process called enrichment. All
existing uranium enrichment facilities in
the United States are owned by the Energy
Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) • (See P· 2. )
If the use of nuclear power to generate electricity is to grow, then additional uranium
enrichment capacity must be developed to meet
the needs of U.S. and foreign customers.
While the immediacy of the need cannot be
stated with certainty, additional capacity
is projected to be needed by the early 1980s.
Because of the long lead time associated
with the design and construction of enrichment
facilities, prompt decisions regarding the
amount, the type, and the manner of that
capacity are needed. (See p. 3.)
The Administration has proposed legislation
intended to facilitate both decisions and
action. Its proposal is intended to encourage
"privatization" of the enrichment process
and it would:
--Authorize ERDA to enter into cooperative
arrangements with as many private firms
that wish to build, own, and operate
enriching plants as the ERDA Administrator believes necessary to develop a competitive industry.
--Authorize ERDA to provide various forms
of assistance and assurances under such
arrangements.
--Limit the U.S. Government's total potential
liability to $8 billion in the event
that the private ventures fail and the
Government has to take them over.
Tur Sh.ut. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon.
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--Authorize ERDA to start construction
planning and design activities for expanding one of the Government's existing enrichment facilities as a contingency
measure.
--Provide for congressional review of the
basis for the cooperative arrangements
by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
(See p. 8.)
ERDA and private firms interested in building
enrichment plants say Federal assistance is
necessary to overcome uncertainties associated with private firms providing enrichment capacity. These uncertainties are:
--Processes have not been shown to be operable
in a commercial environment.
--Technology is classified.
--Large capital requirements and a long payback period are required.
--Licensing uncertainties exist.
--Threat of a nuclear moratorium exists.
--Many domestic electrical utilities are in
weak financial condition. (Seep. 7.)
A basic difference exists between a decision
on providing the next increment and future
increments of uranium enrichment capacity.
While it may be possible to provide the next
increment using the newer gaseous centrifuge
process, it is generally agreed that the
proven gaseous diffusion technology should
be used to provide the next increment so that
the country will be more certain of an adequate supply of enriched uranium during a
period of transition betw~en diffusion and
centrifuge technology.
Gaseous diffusion plants owned by the Government and operated under contract by private
firms have been operating successfully for
over 30 years. (See p. 4.)

ii

The next increment of uranium enrichment capacity is likely to be the last-of-its-kind
in the United States which uses gaseous
diffusion technology. Future capacity most
likely will use the gaseous centrifuge or
other ac':~anced enrichment processes because
they of fer potential advantages in 9uch areas
as total cost, energy use, flexibility, and
simplicity.
The potential for technological obsolescence
of the diffusion process--taken together with
other uncertainties--makes it unlikely that any
private firm would undertake the construction
of a last-of-a-kind gaseous diffusion plant
without considerable Government assurances and.
guarantees.
The Administration's proposal provides such
guarantees in order to insure the "privatization" of the enrichment process.
The basic difference between the next and
future increments of uranium enrichment capacity is under 1 ined by the mixed response of
private industry to the Administration proposal.
For the next increment using the proven gaseous
diffusion technology, ERDA has received a single
proposal from Uranium Enrichment Associates.
(See p. 10.) Several proposals have been received
with respect to subsequent increments utilizing
the more advanced gaseous centrifuge technologies.
(See p. 2 2. )
The limited response by industry with respect
to the next increment of capacity and the nature
of that response makes it essential that the
option of the Government providing the next
increment of capacity by adding onto its existing plant be carefully weighed against Government assurances necessary to get private industry
to build such capacity.
Certain a priori arguments can be made in
favor of-"pnvatization" of the next increment of uranium enrichment capacity by accepting the proposal of Uranium Enrichment
Associates. One's position on such argumen~s,
however, is largely a function of one's belief
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earlv 1980s when needed. Because of the
tech~ological obsolescence factors associated with the next increment being the
last-of-its-kind facility, there is doubt
as to whether the private group will
ac,:~pt much less in the way of Government
assurances and guarantees than those
included in its existing proposal.

in the ability of the "market" to produce
appropriate social results and one's view on
whether a "market" actually exists. The
single proposal for the ~ext.increment .of
uranium enrichment capacity in and of itself
hardly constitutes a market.
GAO takes no positio~ on the appropriateness
of "privatization," i.e., whether it is "good"
or "bad," GAO believes that the ?onsequences
of "privatization" for the next increment of
capacity should be weighed againt the consequences of alternative options. Certain
basic questions need to be addressed:
--Which is the least cost?
--Which is most likely to succeed in providing needed capacity in a timely manner?
--Which is likely to allow for maximum
flexibility in capacity in case assumptions
or circumstances change?
Analysis of the options led GAO.to con?lude
that the next. increment of uranium enrichment
capacity should be achieved by ad~ing <;>n to
the existing Government gaseous diffusion
plants because:
--The proposal of Uranium Enrichment Associates is not ac6eptable. Its fundamental
short-coming is that it shifts most of the
risks during construction and proving the
plant can operate to .t~e Governm:nt. In
particular, the provision that gives the
private group the option to tur~ the
project over to the Government.if long-term
financing cannot be arranged, if the plant
does not operate successfully during the
first year, if its customers are not assured
or under certain other conditions seems excessively generous. Also, contracts the
private group will require customers.t<;> .
enter into before it accepts responsibility
for the project essentially assures it a
stated rate of return. (See p. 18.)
--A decision is needed now, at least on the
next increment of uranium enrichment capacity, if it is to come on-line in the

--There is a greater potential for slippage
in the private group's schedule for bringing
additional capacity on-line. On balance,
GAO believes that problems which could occur
in (1) licensing of the new facility, (2)
obtaining of electric power to run the
facility and the related licensing of any
require nuclear powerplants, and (3) obtaining the required capital investment, outweigh
any similar problems which would be faced in
adding capacity to existing Government
p 1 ants . ( See p . 3 2 • )
--Additions to existing plants can be done at
an estimated construction cost of $2.1 billion as compared to the estimated cost of
the private group constructing a stand-alone
plant of $2.7 billion. (Seep. 32.)
--An add-on can be phased in increments thereby
keeping additional gaseous diffusion capacity
at the minimum consistent with the development of centrifuge technology, and maximizing
flexibility to deal with problems of changing
demands or poor projections. (Seep. 4.)
--Management of the Government enrichment facilities could be accomplished more effectively
by a corporation having a self-financing
authority to borrow funds from the Treasury
or the public. A self-financing proposal
would free the corporation from the budgetary
requirements to seek congressional approval
of appropriations, thereby achieving a major
goal sought by the present legislative proposal.
(Seep. 36.)
GAO deliberately separated the issue of the
next increment from the questions surrounding
additional future capacity. While the issues
are presented in the Administration's legislative proposal as a package, they are clearly
separable.
v
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legislative proposal authorizing ERDA to
enter into cooperative agreements with
private enrichers using advanced technologies.

GAO's analysis yielded no areas in which
a decision not to proceed with "privatization"
of the next increment would preclude actions
to encourage a competitive private industry
for future capacity using gaseous centrifuge
and other advanced technologies. GAO
believes the greater industry interest
in centrifuge operations is an encouraging
sign.
Research and development efforts in advanced
enrichment technologies such as gas centrifuge
and laser isotope separation of fer potential
for more.efficient enrichment of uranium. Gas
centrifuge also offers the potential for
involvement of more private firms because it
can be built in smaller increments which
require less capital. Even using advanced
technologies, however, competition will be
limited.
Nevertheless, GAO believes that ERDA should
seek and encourage private industry to continue efforts in advanced technologies through
explicit programs. GAO recognizes that Government assistance and assurances will be required. In working to this end, however,
the Government should seek a more equitable
sharing of risk by the private enrichers
and the Government.
The Administrator of. ERDA generally disagreed
with the analysis, presentation, and cone! us ions of th is report. (See p. 52. )
MA'I'TERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY ·rHE
JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY
'l'ne Joint Committee on Atomic Energy should
consider:
--Authorizing ERDA to construct the next
increment of the enrichment capacity
using the proven enrichment process.
--Establishing a Government corporation with
self-financing authority to manage the
Government's uranium enrichment facilities.
--Developing legislation with provisions
similar ~o those in the Administration's
Tear Sheet
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Federal Government through its Energy Research and
Development Administrationl (ERDA) owns all existing uranium
enrichment capacity in the United States. Additional capacity must be built if enriched uranium is to be available to
fuel nuclear power reactors which come on line early in the
1980s. Because at least 8 years will be required to build
additional capacity, decisions regarding its development
must be made soon.
Since 1971 the executive branch has followed policies
and programs designed to encourage private industry development of uranium enrichment. In June 1975 the President
proposed to the Congress legislation called the Nuclear
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 (S. 2035) that would enable
ERDA to negotiate and enter into cooperative arrangements
with private organizations that wish to build, own, and
operate uranium enrichment plants. The legislation is
intended to (1) provide needed enrichment capacity and
(2) create a competitive uranium enrichment industry.
The Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
asked us to review the legislative proposal and a related
proposal made to ERDA by a private firm. That firm proposes
to build the next increment of uranium enrichment capacity
subject to receiving a number of Government assurances. This
report summarizes the results of our review.
Several basic questions must be considered in any evaluation of the factors bearing on development of additional
uranium enrichment capacity.
--Since the Government could feasibly add on to its
existing uranium enrichment capacity, what are the
advantages and disadvantages of having private
industry involvement in terms of cost, competition,
and other factors? ·
1 The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438)
abolished the Atomic Energy Commission and established the
Energy Research and Development Administration and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on January 19, 1975. All
Atomic Energy Commission programs and activities discussed
in this report are now carried out by the Energy Research
and Development Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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o~ the current status of existin
:nr1chment plants outside the Un1'tgd, planned, and
contained 1n appendix I.
e States is
Inform~tion

--Should the next increment of uranium enrichment
capacity use the technology proven successful in
Government plants? Should other promising, but
untried, technologies be expedited?
--What type of competitive environment would exist
for a private uranium enrichment firm operating
under the proposal now before ERDA?
--What Government guarantees will be made to get
private enterprise involved in uranium enrichment?
The following chapters of this report contain information
on each of these questions.

poten~1a~
f

.ERDA supplies enrichment services to both domestic and
ore1gn ~ustomers under three major types of contracts·
(1) requirements contracts, under which ERDA
·
all of the enriched uranium required to fuel =g~ees.ft~ supply
nuclear reac·tor ( 2) 1
· . _
peel ic
under which ERDA
ong-term, .~1xe~-commitment contracts,
uranium for a cer~~~ees.to pro~1ae fixed amounts of enriched
tracts, under which ~~~me period, and ~3) con~itional conif
.
. .
agrees to provide enriched uranium
fre~~~ta~~e e~~~~~1~glcapacity curre~tly.under contract is
cis of August 30 19;5ow shows ~he d1str1bution of contracts
domestic custom~rs.
' among t e three types of foreign and

--

URANIUM ENRICHMENT- ... WHAT AND WHERE IT IS

Uranium enrichment involves separating the two principal
isotopes of uranium found in nature--uranium 235 and uranium
238. Uranium in its natural state contains 0.711 weight
percent uranium 235. The work done to separate these isotopes (or enriching the uranium 235 component) is called
separative work, and the product achieved is called enriched
uranium. The production capacity of enrichment plants is in
terms of "separative work units." A separative work unit
(SWU) is not a quantity of material but is a measure of the
effort expended to separate a given quantity of uranium feed
into two streams, one having a higher percentage of uranium
235.
Most domestic and foreign commercial nuclear power reactors use slightly enriched uranium--between 2 and 4 percent
by weight uranium 235--as fuel. uranium products of higher
enrichment--5 to 97 percent by weight uranium 235--are used
for weapons purposes and for fuel in high-temperature gascooled reactors and in specialized reactors.
Uranium enrichment facilities in the United States consist of plants located a.t Oak Ridge, Tennessee; near Paducah,
Kentucky; and near Portsmouth, Ohio. These plants are owned
by the Government and are operated by private firms under
cost-plus-fixed-fee management contracts. Union Carbide
Corporation nuclear division operates the Oak Ridge and
Paducah plants and Goodyear Atomic Corporation operates the
Portsmouth plant.
ERDA 1 s three enrichment plants are the major source for
enriching uranium in the world. Other nations and consortiums
are operating and are planning to construct enrichment plants.
These foreign initiatives appear to have accelerated in the
last years in which there has not been ciny new U.S. capacity.
2

!1£e of contract

Domestic

Foreign

Total

------(thousands of megawa tt s)-----Requirements
Long-term, fixed
commitment

77

26

103

131
208

81
107
14a

212
TIS
14

Conditional
Total

208
121
-===
aon August
6, 1974, the President assured foreign
.
coun t r1es
wou 1 d, in any
f that the United States
.
even , ulf ill the fuel requirements of the
conditional contracts.

329
--

The total commitment for enrich
t
·
represents ERDA's total enrichment men .services shown above
for the continued growth of nuclearcapac1ty. Consequen~ly,
1980s, provisions must be made for a~~:~~obelyond ~arly in the
capacity.
na enrichment
· ·
f add1t1onal
· ·
ment While
plants the
willexact
vary number
with thand t im1ng.o
enrichsuch things as the rate of nu~l==~umpt1ons made regarding
in nuclear
po~ehr ment
growth,
a~y growth
·d . power will require new enr1c
capacity
the. leadtime required t o e1•th er build
·
C
c ons1 · er1ng
t
new •
dap~c~ Y or add ~n to existing plants (about 8 years)
ec1s1on to provide for this capacity must be made
' a
E~DA bsays that ~he next increment of enrichment cap=~~~y·
w1
e needed in about 1983.
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Various ERDA actions are possible which could delay the
time when additional capacity is needed, including (1)
increasing current enrichment out~ut.in E~DA's ~lants by
adjusting the operating characteristics (~n enrichment .
jargon raising the plants' tai~ level) which.would require
more uranium feed, (2) cancelling ERDA 1 s 7nrichment contracts with foreign customers, and (3) using more of the
existing ERDA enriched-uranium stockpile to ~eet customer
needs. ERDA believes that each of these actions would be
drastic and unreasonaqle.
URANIUM ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGIES
Enrichment technologies that are or may be available to
Government and industry are gaseous diffusion, gas centrifuge, and laser isotope separation.
Gaseous diffusion
The gaseous diffusion process depends on the small d~f
ference in mobility between the molecules of 9aseou~ u~anium
235 and uranium 238 hexafluoride. When contained withi~
walls composed of a porous barrier (or memb~ane), the li~hter
uranium 235 molecules pass through the bar~ier m~re rea~ily
resulting in a stream that is slightly enriched in urani~m
235. However, the degree of enrichment which.can.be achieved
in a single diffusion through the porous barrier is very
small. Thus, the diffusion process must be repeated a large
number of times.
·
Because of the repetitive nature of th7 ~r~ces~, these
plants are among the largest industrial facilities ~n the
world. Process buildings at the three G~ve~nment sites have
a gross floor area of approximately 28 million square ~ee~, or
1 square mile. A gaseous diffusion plant of .a~out 9 m~llion
swu requires about 2,500 megawatts of electricity--e9uivalent
to roughly two dedicated electrical powerplants. This large
power requirement is the major disadvantage of the process.

Gas centrifu9e
Like gaseous diffusion, gas centrifuge process theory
is based on the small differences in molecular weight between
uranium 235 and uranium 238. This process was suggested for
isotope separation as early as 1919, but mechanical problems
prevented any measurable progress in this field until 1934.
Since then a great deal of work has been done around the
world to study and improve the centrifuge process.
Since 1960 ERDA has been carrying out an expanded research and development program to demonstrate the gas centrifuge process. The research and development on the centrifuge
process has advanced to the point where an enrichment plant
using the process can be built. The main question remaining
is one of economics; whether the centrifuge process can
operate at a cost as low as or lower than the gaseous diffusion process.
ERDA has constructed a pilot centrifuge plant, and
startup is expected early in 1976. The pilot plant will
proof test the design and operation of the entire production
process system. It will provide plant design, construction,
startup, and operating experience to aid in the process and
equipment selection for new enrichment capacity. Such plant
experience is needed for the centrifuge process. ERDA is
also initiating conceptual engineering studies on productionsize plants.
The chief advantage of the centrifuge process is that
its electrical demands may be less than 10 percent of those
of the gaseous diffusion process. However, uncertainties
exist as to the rate of machine replacement and repair costs.
Due to the ultrahigh speed at which the machine operates,
centrifuge repairs may be relatively more frequent and more
expensive than for conventional rotating machinery.

The Government's gaseous diffusion plants now.have a
total capacity of about 17 million SWU. An. expansion program now underway will increase total capacity to.about 2?
million swu. The plants can be expanded further in relatively
small increments without economic penalty. A new ~lant~ o~
the other hand, requires a minimum size of about nine million
swu to operate economically.

A centrifuge plant is expected to have the same capital
cost per SWU as a diffusion plant. But since centrifuge plants
of 3 million or more SWU capacity are expected to be economical, capital required for each plant will be about one-third
that required for a diffusion plant. Because of this characteristic, ERDA expects that more private firms could enter the
enrichment industry, thereby increasing the potential for a
competitive industry.

Most ERDA and industry officials agree that because this
technology has been working successfully (a 99.5-percent
reliability rate for 30 years), it should be used for the
next increment of capacity.

ERDA and private firms generally agree that this process
is promising and will work but, because it has not been
successfully demonstrated, should not be relied upon for the
next increment of capacity.
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Laser isotope separation
Two ERDA laboratories are doing research and development
work on using lase rs to enrich uranium. Th is process, cal led
laser isotope separation, is still in the research stage. If
successfully developed, the process could impact considerably
on the economics of enriching uranium. The ERDA laboratories
have made preliminary estimates that the capit~l co~t ~f a
laser isotope separation plant would be about ~90 m~llion.
ERDA headquarters officials stated, however, that tne p:ocess
has not yet been determined to be technica~ly or ec~nom~cally
feasible, thus production plant extrapolation at this time
are meaningless.
bStimates of the annual electric power required for a
laser plant range from 8 to 100 megawatts.
If successfully developed, the process is expected to
be able to enrich uranium more efficiently than the gaseous
diffusion and gas centrifuge processes.
Ef'FOR'I·S TO ENCOURAGE PRIVATE ENRICHERS
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Public Law 83-703, as
amended) and the Private Ownership of Special Nuclear
.
Materials Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-489, as amended) require
ERDA to encourage civilian nuclear power industry development.
The industry has developed capabilities to provide all the
materials, equipment, and services needed in generating
nuclear power, except uranium enrichment.
Since 1971 the executive branch has followed policies
and programs to encourage private indu~try--rather than ~he
Federal Government--to build the next increments of uranium
enrichment capacity. To help private industry enter .t~i~
market, a classified information access program was initiated.
In this program, two types of permits allow access to class~
f ied information on isotope separation.
Subcategory A permits
allow an initial level of access by making available to
qualified companies information in su~ary.form concerning ~he
status and potential of the gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge processes. The following organizations hold.sub~ategory
A permits: Atlantic Richfield Company; Houston Lighting and
Power Company; Texas Utilities Services, Inc.; Tennessee
Valley Authority; TRW, Inc.; Co~sumers Power Company; General
Electric Company; and Sundstrand Corporation.
Subcategory B permits are for a higher level of access.
These permits grant access to more detailed infor~atio~ on
any aspect of isotope separation by the gaseous diffusion
or gas centrifuge processes including information on the
6

design, construction, and operation of any plant, facility,
or device capable of separating isotopes by either method.
Subcategory B permits have been issued to Uranium Enrichment
Associates; Electro-Nucleonics, Inc.; Exxon Nuclear Company,
Inc.; Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (a subsidiary of Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company); United Technologies Corporation;
General Atomic Company; Boeing Company; and Garrett Corporation.
To date four private organizations have expressed interest in building uranium enrichment plants. Uranium Enrichment
Associates (UEA)--currently consisting of Bechtel Corporation
and Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company--are interested in building a gaseous diffusion plant. Three groups are interested in
building gas centrifuge plants--Garrett Corporation; Exxon
Nuclear Company, Inc.; and CENTAR (Electro-Nucleonics, Inc.
and Atlantic Richland Company). Regardless of the technology
employed, an enrichment facility requires a large amount of
capital to construct and to operate and would not generate
prof its for a considerable number of years. Therefore, substantial debt financing will be necessary. To attract the
capital, all four organizations and ERDA have determined that
some form of Government cooperation and assurances is needed
in view of major uncertainties associated with private industry
providing enrichment capacity. The uncertainties include:
--The processes have never before been used in a
commercial environment.
--The technology is classified.
--Large capital requirements and long payback periods
are required.
--Licensing uncertainties exist.
--There is a concern over the possibility of a.
nuclear moratorium.
--Many domestic electrical utilities have weak
financial conditions.
On June 26, 1975, the President proposed to Congress
legislation called the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975
that would enable ERDA to negotiate and enter into cooperative
arrangements with private organizations that wish to build,
own, and operate plants for enriching uranium. The legislation
is intended to ( 1) provide needed enrichment capacity and ( 2)
create a competitive uranium enrichment industry.
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Cooperative arrangements would be spe~led out i~ .
detailed contracts between ERDA and the private participants,
and the basis for such arrangements would be subj~ct to .
congressional review. These arrangements.would gi~e vari~us
forms of assurances to private firms wanting to build enrichment plants. ERDA sees supporting several such plants for a
transition period until they operate successfully. At that
point the Government would step out and, according to ERDA
officials, leave a strong and competitive industry.
ERDA sees the next increment of enrichment capacity
using the gaseous diffusion proces~ and future in~reffients
using the centrifuge and/or laser isotope separation technologies.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION
The proposed legislation would per~it ERDA to enter in~o
cooperative arrangements with as many firms as ~h~ ERDA.Administrator believes necessary to develop a competitive private
enrichment industry.
The Government, through ERDA, would be authorized ~o
provide various forms of assistance and assurance to private
enterprises entering into the arrangements. ~orm a~d degree
of assistance and assurance would be at the discretion of the
ERDA Administrator. The proposed legislation includes, but
is not limited to, such assistance and assurances as:
--Furnishing
inventions
materials,
of costs.
royalties.

technical assistance, information,
and discoveries, enriching services,
and equipment on the basis of ~ecovery
The Government would also receive

--Guaranteeing the quality of Government-furnished
equipment and materials.
--Assuring that the facility will perform successfully.
--Purchasing

swu

from the private enrichment plant.

--Buying the assets or interests ?f any U.S. citizen
or organization owned or effectively controlled ~Y
u.s. citizens in any enrichment plant, and assuming
their obligations and liabilities, if priv~te
industry cannot finish or bring the plant into
commercial operation.
--Modifying, completing, and operating the plant as
a Government facility or disposing of the plant.
8

contract between ERDA and UEA would set 60 percent as the upper
limit for foreign financial interest.
Ownership and control of the 2roject
Bechtel Corporation, a major architect-engineering and
construction firm, and Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company are
presently the only members of UEA. UEA expects another two
to six U.S. companies to join in the project. These future
participants are expected to be identified within the next
few months.
Domestic partners will invest as equity 15 percent of
their share of the estimated needed capital to build the
project and will borrow the remaining 85 percent of its share.
UEA officials expect foreign capital to be provided through
irrevocable credit arrangements between foreign and United
States banks, with payments made as construction of the project
progresses.
Expected f inancinl of the project
(T9i6 do lars)
Domestic

Foreign

Total

-----------(000,000 omitted)---------Equity investment
Debt

$

210
1,190

$

Total

315
1, 7 85

$

525
2,975

$3,500

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, control
of the project must remain in U.S. hands. UEA officials told
us that it has established two new corporations--Uranium
Enrichment Technology, Inc. and Uranium Enrichment Services,
Inc. Uranium Enrichment Technology is to be wholly owned by
UEA's domestic partners which ERDA must clear to have access
to classified enrichment technology. It will handle all the
classified aspects of the venture. Uranium Enrichment Services
will handle the business aspects of the project and is expected
to be composed of 40-percent domestic participation having 55
percent of the voting rights and 60-percent foreign participation with 45 percent voting rights. UEA officials stated that
the domestic participants could vote as a block so that control
of the project remains in domestic hands. ERDA told us the
contract between ERDA and UEA would include a provision to
insure domestic control.
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According to UEA, the foreign countries who would most
likely participate in the project and their potential maximum
financial participation are as follows.
Country

Domestic customers
As of the ena of July 1975, domestic utilities had siqned
nine letters of interest with UEA for purchase of SWU as shown
below.

Potential financial participation

France
Iran
Japan
West Germany
Others (note a)

20
20
11
5

Total

66%

10%

Domestic letters of interest
Company

Estimated quantities
(millions of SWU)

Alabama Power
Southern California Edison
Duke
Central Area Power Coordination Group
Gulf States Utilities
General Public Utilities
Public Service Electricity and Gas
Union Electric
Detroit Edison

aTaiwan, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal,
Australia, and possibly others.
UEA officials told us they contacted each of the above
countries and received an encouraging degree of interest but
none had made strong commitments (such as letters of intent).
The difficulties that UEA is having in securing foreign
participation could be caused by

Total

--uncertainty regarding the U.S. Government position
on the project,

9.5
5

3
9
3
3
9

5.5
6

53.0

These letters of interest represent about 60 percent of
needed domestic customers. UEA plans to supply enrichment
services to domestic and foreign customers under 25-year
cont~acts.
According to UEA, each customer will be charged
for its percentage of the total cost of operating the plant
on a "take or pay" basis and will supply and retain title
to the raw material needed for the enrichment process. These
take-or-pay contracts will state that the purchaser of the
enrichment service will be required to pay for the services
irrespective of whether the purchaser actually takes the SWU
for which it contracted. ERDA now uses and other private
enrichers are expected to use similar contracts.

--concern over the limitations on equity voting
rights, and
--concern over foreign access to U.S. enrichment
technology.
Foreign customers will be allowed to resell any swu
they obt~in if they comply with restrictions established by
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and agreements
for cooperation.
These restrictions impose certain export
controls and prohibit the export of enriched uranium to any
nation not covered by an agreement for cooperation with the
United States.

Some of the above-listed utilities now have contracts
with ERDA for enrichment services. ERDA has told UEA that
ERDA customers will be permitted to terminate their contracts
with ERDA without penalty charges if (1) the customer signs a
contract with a domestic enricher for an equal amount of enrichment services and (2) the loss of such -contracts would not
impair the ability of ERDA to sustain its plants at desired
operating conditions. If a private enricher were to offer
favorable price and payment conditions, ERDA customers could
be expected to request termination of their ERDA contracts.

1 Agreements for cooperation contain, among other things,
a guaranty by the cooperating party that security safeguards and standards as set forth in the agreement will
be maintained.
12
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GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE SOUGHT BY UEA
UEA says it requires Federal assistance to insure
its viability as a commercial venture. According to UEA,
Federal backup support is essential to bolster investor
confidence in this project, which is lacking because a
commercial history for this type of venture is nonexistent,
. uranium enrichment is a secret Government process, large
capital investments and a long payback period are required,
and domestic utilities credit worthiness has deteriorated.
!lant components
UEA has requested ERDA to supply essential plant components--enr ichment barriers and seals--that are now produced
only by ERDA.
According to ERDA, the barriers to be produced for UEA
will be comparable to those produced for Government gaseous
diffusion operations. The seals will be somewhat different
than what ERDA presently produces and will require ERDA
development and testing. UEA also expects to obtain design
assistance from ERDA for components to be supplied by
private industry.
ERDA plans to charge UEA for all costs ERDA incurs in
supplying these components.
Process guarantee
The gaseous diffusion technology to be used in the UEA
plant has been used successfully by the Atomic Energy Commission and ERDA since the 1940s. According to ERDA officials
and to UEA financial advisors, however, the utility industry
and the financial community are concerned as to how successful
a secret technology will operate in a commercial environment.
Therefore, UEA is seeking a performance assurance--an ERDA
guarantee that the enrichment plant will operate successfully
at full capacity--to protect domestic lenders and utility
customers. ERDA's guarantee would last for l year after the
plant demonstrates full-scale steady commercial operation. l
The Government 1 s potential liability, according to ERDA,
would be to (1) replace, at the Government's expense, any
defective ERDA-supplied equipment and (2) if necessary, assist
in redesign and replacement of ·plant parts until the negotiated
1'1o be negotiated, but ERDA expects the period to start
after physical capability is demonstrated, not when the
first output is delivered.
14
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performance is attained. For the latter services, ERDA will
require UEA to reimburse the Government for full costs.
ERDA would be given access to and approval of the manner
in which the enrichment process is engineered, installed in
the plant, and operated. ERDA would also help DEA design the
plant and be reimbursed for its costs •
Technical assistance and know-how
Included jn the UEA proposal is a request that ERDA provide technical assistance and know-how on the installation
and operation of the gaseous diffusion process. UEA has told
ERDA that it will need technical information, training, design
assistance, and aid in evaluating potential suppliers and
testing components.
ERDA has stated that up to 110 members of ERDA's and
Union Carbide's (ERDA's contractor experienced in gaseous
diffusion technology) staff could be employed in this effort.
Assistance will primarily be scheduled to take place from
1975 through 1979. ERDA has estimated that this assistance
will cost $38 million (1976 dollars). UEA will be required
to reimburse ERDA for all agreed upon assistance.
Access to ERDA stockpile
UEA has proposed that ERDA permit UEA to have access to
the Government stockpile of enriched uranium. UEA wants 9
million SWU to be available to it at startup decreasing
annually over the next 5 years of operation. UEA believes
this access agreement is necessary in case (1) its supply
during the early years is less than its customers' needs and
(2) it is unable to meet its commitments because of a delay
in completing the plant or a breakdown during its early
operation.
For any ERDA-furnished swu, ERDA says it would have the
option to require UEA to replace SWU or to reimburse ERDA for
i~ • . under the replacement option, UEA would replace swo
w1th1n 10 years or some other negotiated period. Under the
reimbursement option, UEA would furnish the raw material as
well as pay for the enr ichrnent services at ERDA' s pr ice in
effect at the time of transfer. In addition, because the
UEA plant will--for the first year and a half of operation-be able to enrich uranium to a limited enrichment level
(lower than design level), UEA would require access to ERDA's
stockpile for the possibility of exchanging its enriched
material for Government material enriched to a higher level.
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ERDA officials told us that UEA would be required to pay
the Government for any and all costs associated with the
stockpile (such as carrying charges) and with exchang~s of
material. Also, they said that UEA would not be permitted
to purchase Government SWU and to sell it at UEA' s higher
price.

investors would forfeit their rights for equity reimbursement. Prerequisites to finding gross mismanagement, gross
negligence, or willful misconduct include (1) a formally
written notice of deficiencies transmitted to UEA by the
Government and (2) failure by DEA to respond reasonably
to the notice.

Transfer of ownership

A partial return of equity could occur depending on
UEA's compliance with its commitments, the efforts of UEA,
and the degree of fault. ERDA told us they are negotiating
with UEA to define the situations which could result in a
partial return of equity.

At OEA's request, the Government ~as ~he oblig~tion to
purchase the domestic owner's controlling interest in the
UEA plant and the Government also ~as ~he. option to. take over
ownership of the plant if such· action is in the national
interests. These options would terminate 1 ¥ear after .the
plant demonstrates full-scale steady commercial operation.
If ownership transfers, the Govern~ent.would have to
assume all domestic liabilities. Beyono this, the Government's payment to UEA for ownership would depend on the
reason for the transfer. The Government would return all of
the domestic equity and a return on the equity as determined
by the Government, in case of events caused by the Government
or otherwise beyond UEA's control, such as:
--Failure of warranted ERDA technology to operate
to permit the plant to achieve c~mmercial
operation within the agreed on time and costs,
despite reasonable efforts of both UEA and ERDA.
--Failure of Governmental licenses to be 9btained
in a timely manner or the application of .la~ or
regulation to prevent the plant from achiev7ng
commercial operation within the agreed on time
and costs, despite reasonable efforts of both UEA
and ERDA.
--Actions taken by ERDA for reasons of nation~!
interest in the matter of contractual relationships between UEA and previously approved
customers to a degree which significantly .
threatens the economic viability of the pro)ect.
--Inability of UEA, because of la?k of customer
.
credit worthiness, to raise capital for construction
or long-term tinancing despite reasonable efforts
of uEA to do so •
--Such other events as may be mutually agreed on.
In case of events involving gross mismanagement, gross
negligence, or willful misconduct by UEA, the domestic
16

Foreign participants have more risk than domestic
participants and lenders. Once foreign participants become
committed to the project, their equity and debt cannot be
purchased or assumed by the U.S. Government. On the other
hand, all participants, including foreign participants,
have U.S. Government assurance that the project will work.
Successful operation of the project will effectively protect
all investments in the project.
In the event of Government takeover of the plant, ERDA
expects that foreign countries would continue to provide
their prorated share of the funds to complete the plant, even
if substantial cost overrun occur.
ERDA officials told us that all customers will have
another substantial assurance from the Government. If the
project is not brought to commercialization and the Government assumes the domestic debt and equity, the Government
would provide the enrichment services to customers that they
would have received from UEA, subject to Government terms
and conditions, including price.
Federal purchase of UEA's
enrichment services
UEA stated that some of its customers will not need
enrichment services until a few years after the plant beg ins
operations. Other customers will have irregular requirements before their nuclear powerplants reach full commercial
operation. Accordingly, UEA has proposed that ERDA help
smooth this supply-demand irregularity by agreeing to purchase up to 6 million SWU during the first 5 years of UEA's
plant operation. Up to $1.2 billion might be necessary for
ERDA to meet this commitment. However, ERDA says it will
sell these SwU and recover the Government's costs.
'
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Return on equity
UEA's contracts with its customers will state that the
price for enrichment services must include a !~-percent
return on equityl after all Federal, State, ana local taxes
have been paid with such adjustments as may be necessary
to attract quality equity participants. UEA's proposal,
if accepted by its customers and ERO)'.'.\, would. essentially
constitute a Government assurance that UEA will have this
rate of return once the plant is proven operable.
POTENTIAL FINANCIAL COMMITMENT
BY THE GOVERNMENT
. As previously discussed, the Government's potential
financial commitment would be for (1) reimbursing domestic
participants if UEA is unable to complete the project and
( 2) purchasing up to 6 mill ion SWU from UEA.
Other potential Government commitments should be recognized. For example, the cost of tpe Government's contingency plan~ i.e., the design work that will continue while
UEA is designing and building their facility, has not been
included. Also, if the project is ultimately inoperable, the
cost of power from two nuclear powerplants dedicated to the
UEA plant less any revenues that can be earned from the sale
of power to other users is a potential cost. Additional Government costs could be incurred if the Government took over
after more than $1.4 billion (to cover overruns) had been
financed by domestic partners. ERDA says that any costs incurred by the Government in the UEA contract would eventually
be recovered by the Government through sales of enrichment
services.
In contrast to this considerable potential liability,
UEA's domestic participants could forfeit their equity
(estimated to be $210 million in 1976 dollars) if UEA does
not correct certain gross mismanagement, gross negligence,
or willful misconduct after formal written request by the
Government. According to ERDA, foreign participants could
lose their entire equity investment and debt if the plant
is not completed by either UEA or the Government.
ASSUMPTION OF RISK

Factual information related to assurances contained in
the proposed legislation and sought by UEA as well as some

ot the costs to be borne by the Government have been discussed in this chapter. The assurances envisioned and the
potential costs borne by the Government assure that the UEA
venture, if approved, woulo be essentially riskless to UEA.
The following sections compare the risks associated with
normal business operations and how firms minimize those risks
with the means by which UEA proposes to minimize risk and the
extent to which those risks are minimized.
Firms face four basic cateogries of risk in their daily
operation. These include risks associated with (1) variations
in the supply of inputs (2) variations in the demand for output ( 3) the ability to ob ta in external funds and the costs
associated with obtaining those funds and (4) competition
from other producers •
Variations in

suppl~

A continuous, assured supply of raw materials is necessary to minimize costs associated with production interruptions and to maximize the probability of a smooth flow of goods
through the production process. Minimizing this risk involves
maintaining raw materials inventories which is costly.
Under UEA's system, the responsibility for raw materials
acquisition and inventorying belongs to the utilities that
contract for enrichment services. Consequently, UEA will
avoid the very costly maintenance of raw materials inventories.
Variations in demand
An a.dequate supply of finished goods must be kept on
hand to offset variations in demand. This inventory is also
necessary for interruptions which may occur in the production
process--most notably, labor interruptions. There are obvious
costs associated with maintaining finished good inventories.
In UEA's case, take-or-pay contracts minimize variations
in demand, and the stockpile purchase agreements with ERDA
enhance the possibility that supply and demand are equated at
full capacity. The Government would not only maintain a 9
mill ion SWU inventory for UEA but al so would agree to purchase SWU when demand declines. UEA's proposal would obtain
a perfect hedge against risks associated with demand variation
for as long as Government guarantees are in effect. After
Government assistance expires, the costs associated with
providing and maintaining a stock of finished goods will be
borne by UEA's c~storners. To the extent the stock is inadequate, UEA could bear a financial loss.

loefined as their original investments plus an allowance
for equity funds used.
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Obtainins external funds
Variations in revenues sometimes create situations in
which a firm cannot pay the interest on its long-term debt
obligations or pay off it~ short-te~m liabi~ities. W~en such
a situation arises, the firm's credit worthiness declines and
the costs at which it is able to borrow rise substantially.
In fact when a firm fails to cover its debt-servicing costs,
it may ~ot be able to borrow at all. The financial risks .
that a firm faces are directly related to the extent to which
all other normal business risk has been hedged. In other
words, a firm's ability to obtain financing at reasonable
costs is dependent upon the probability of defaul.t which in
turn is related to such operating character is tics as var iability in demand and competition. Financial risks are thus
hedged through minimizing operating risks.
In UEA's proposal, not only would normal operating
risks be hedged but also it is proposed that the Government
guarantee the domestic debt and~ unless the.Governme~t proves
gross mismanagement, gross negligence, or willful! misconduct,
the domestic equity against default in the. event that the
plant is not completed.
Competition
Firms also face risks associated with competition.
The principal risk from competition is that prices will be
bid to a level so low that the rate of return to inefficient
firms is insufficient to induce them to remain in the industry.
Firms' rates of return are generally reduced through the entry
of more efficient firms which, because of reduced costs, are
able to underprice existing firms.
UEA has hedged against the risks associated with competition after Government assurances have ended through cost
passthrough pricing and, perhaps more importantly, through
25-year take-or-pay contracts with utilities. Under arrangements where goods are pr iced on the basis of cost pass through
pricing, there is no incentive to reduce costs since price
will always exceed costs by some amount. Under UEA 's proprosal, prices are to be set to provide a minimum 15-percent
return on equity after coverage of production and debt-servicing costs and taxes. The industry will be subject to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations. There is,
however, no indication of the Government's intention to
regulate price.
Moreover, there is no stimulus for price change when
new firms enter the industry because of the take-or-pay
contract method of sales. Without take-or-pay contracts,
20

entry of gas centrifuge and laser isotope separation technologies might pose a real competitive threat to UEA's gaseous
diffusion enrichment process. If cost efficiencies of centrifuge and laser technologies were sufficiently great, their
entry might render gaseous diffusion obsolete. But because
of take-or-pay contracts, UEA is effectively shielded from
the effects of price competition resulting from technological
change for 25 years. If UEA's costs and required rate of
return imply a level of prices above that at which gas
centrifuge producers operate, then UEA's prices will not fall
to the lower level because there is no risk of loss of demand
when prices are maintained at the higher level. Demand for
UEA's services is completely inelastic under take-or-pay
contracts.
Options for Government takeover of project
The UEA proposal contains options for a change in the
domestic ownership of the diffusion plant from UEA to the
Government at the end of construction. The options, under
various conditions, provide assurances to UEA lenders, UEA,
and the Government.
The debt financing during construction of the plant will
be provided by commercial banks as construction loans. At
the end of the construction, UEA intends to issue long-term
bonds and use these receipts to retire the bank debt. However, even though UEA intends to repay the bank debt from the
issuance of bond receipts, this may not be feasible if the
capital markets are extremely tight or if the ratings of the
utilities, which are UEA's customers and sources of funds, are
low due to their economic circumstances. The banks would consequently grant such construction loans only if they were
assured that UEA would have sufficient funds to retire the
debt. For this reason and others, UEA proposes that the contract contain an option that either UEA, at its initiative
only, could require that the Government purchase the plant
from UEA with no penality (providing that UEA were not
guilty of gross mismanagement) and with additional compensation, as determined by the Government to reflect the
results achieved to date of transfer or that the Government,
at its option only, purchase the plant from UEA under similar
conditions.
The options obviously protect UEA also. If at the
end of the constructin period, UEA did not deem the project
to be commercially viable, as evidenced by its lack of
ability to raise debt captial or for other reasons, UEA
could turn over the project to the Government. Consequently,
barring gross mismanagement, gross negligence, or willful
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assurances which in some respects are similar to those being
requested by UEA, but in other respects are different. The
differences occur primarily in degrees of risk assumed,
equity-debt ratios, and the extent of foreign participation,
if any.

misconduct, the project is essentially riskless for UEA
through construction and the first year of operation.
Alternatively, the options could serve to the disadvantage of UEA if the Government exercised its option to
purchase the plant.

Garrett Corporation
Garrett Corporation is largely in the business of
manufacturing equipment which generates, transforms, or
controls energy. Garrett participates in uranium enrichment
as a research and development contractor to ERDA and as a
potential commercial supplier of equipment and services.

Risks borne by UEA
The Government takeover provision will expire about l
year after successful commercial operation, and UEA access to
ERDA's stockpile of SWU expires after 5 years. With the
expiration of these assurances, UEA will be assuming any risks
involved in operating its plant. However, UEA's 25-year contracts and cost passthrough pricing concept, as well as no
foreseen price regulation, would act to minimize these risks.

Garrett was selected by the Atomic Energy Commission
as a research and development contractor in 1961 and has
served continuously since that date in a program of centrifuge machine development. Through this research and development contract, Garrett has completed installing a pilot manufacturing line and is supporting the pilot centrifuge enrichment plant at Oak Ridge by supplying centrifuge machines and
the necessary assembly and installation personnel.

It should also be noted that the greatest risks associated
with a project of this nature are during construction and
initial operation.
The proposed legislation provides that UEA risks losing
its domestic equity to the Government in the event of gross
mismanagement, gross negligence, or willful misconduct by
UEA. The burden of proof will be on the Government. It is
difficult for us to visualize any circumstances. where the
Government could prove gross mismanagement, gross negligence,
or willful misconduct, because the Government will be involved
in providing UEA with technical assistance, design as~istance,
personnel training, enrichment process ~eview, pote~tial
supplier evaluation, and component testing. A pa+tia~ lo~s
of equity could occur depending on UEA's compliance with its
commitments, the efforts of UEA, and the degree of fault.

On October 1, 1975, an independent business entity--called
Texas Regional Enrichment Corporation--submitted a proposal
to construct a centrifuge enrichment plant. The equity for
this corporation is to be supplied by Garrett Nuclear Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Garrett, and possibly
other investors. This corporation plans to build a 3 million
SWU centrifuge plant. Initially, production of about 350,000
SWU is planned for rnid-1981 and expanding to a total 3 million
SWU by 1987. Two Texas utility's will contract for a substantial portion of the enriching services from this plant.
Garrett officials told us its proposal will be
requesting Government assurance in the areas of (1) process
guarantees, (2) completion guarantees, and (3) some early
access to the Government SwU stockpile. Also, Garrett will
be seeking foreign investment in its plant.

OTHER .t'ROJ?OSALS
•r·he Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act could apply to any
organization that wishes to build, own, and operate uranium
enrichment plants independent of the technology .used. Our
analysis has focused on the UEA proposal because of the
advanced nature of the proposal and because it may provide
the next increment of capacity.
ERDA has requested proposals by October 1, 1975, from
organizations desiring to cons.truct uranium enrichment plants
using the gas centrifuge technology. ERDA received proposals
from CENTAR Associates, Garrett Corporation, and Exxon
Nuclear. ERDA believes these projects will proceed at the
same pace and only slightly behind the UEA pro~ect. ~ur.
discussion with these potential centrifuge enrichers indicated
that they desire certain forms of government guarantees and

CENTAR Associates

i

I

CENTAR Associates is a joint venture of ElectroNucleonics, Incorporated Nuclear Company (a subsidiary of
Electro-Nucleonics, Incorporated), and Atlantic Richfield
Company Nuclear Company (a subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield
Company). Electro-Nucleonics was founded in 1960 to engage
in gas centrifuge research and development to establish
a capability to produce gas centrifuges and related equipment
to produce enriched uranium. In 1963 they entered into a
joint venture with w. R. Grace and Company to build a small
23
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gas centrifuge pilot plant.
19 65 to 19 6 7.

This plant was operated from

In March 1967 the Atomic Energy Commission determined
that it was not in the national interest that private supported centrifuge work be continued. However, ElectroNucleonics was awarded an Atomic Energy Commission contract
to develop certain gas centrifuge components for the Government's gas centrifuge program.
Atlantic Richfield joined Electro-Nucleonics in 1974
and CEN'l'AR Associates was formed. CENTAR plans to build a
3 million SWU centrifuge plant. Initially, production
capacity for about 270,000 SWU is planned for 1981, expanding
to 3 million SWU by 1986. CENTAR submitted a proposal on
October 1, 1975, to construct a centrifuge enrichment plant.

certain Gover~ment assurances in the areas of process guarantees, (~) buying and selling SWU on a commercial basis, (3)
completion.guara~t~es, and (4) Government assurance to pick
up.d7f~ulting utility obligations (particularly foreign
utilities).
. T~e Exxon.Nuclear officials told us that for the first
1 m~llion SWU. increment it did not anticipate any foreign
equity but that it would seek both domestic and foreign
customers.

CENTAR officials told us that their proposal requests
forms of Government assistance and offers to accept degrees
of risk different from those UEA is proposing. CENTAR seeks
temporary Government underwriting of the debt portion of
the financing in the form of guarantees of the Government's
technology. CENTAR al so proposes a 75 percent debt and
25 percent equity ratio and is prepared to accept loss of
its equity investment in case of project failure with one
exception, namely, a government action which precludes
CENTAR's continuance as a commercial venture. ERDA is also
requested to make available a supply of SWU's to support
and supplement the production of the CENTAR plant during
the early years of operation.
CENTAR is not seeking foreign investment in their
initial plant, but is willing to furnish enrichment services
to foreign customers.
Exxon Nuclear Company 1 _Inc.
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc., is the wholly owned affiliate
of Exxon Corporation responsible for the development and
execution of Exxon's commercial nuclear fuel cycle products
and services.
Exxon Nuclear submitted a proposal on October 1, 1975,
to construct a centrifuge enrichment plant. Exxon plans to
build a 3 million SWU centri~uge plant. The initial capacity
of 1 million SwU would be operational in the 1981-82 period,
with full production several years later.
E.xxon :Nuclear officials told us that, for the private
sector to become involved in uranium enrichment, the proper
climate would have to be provided. This would include (1)
24
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CHAPTER 3
FACTORS IMPACTING ON WHETHER
INDUSTRY OR GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE
THE NEXT INCREMENT OF ENRICHMENT CAPACITY
This chapter contains an analysis of various factors
impacting on whether the next increment of uranium enrichment capacity should be provided by private industry or by
the Government. The factors are:
--reasonable price for enriched uranium,
--foreign implications,
--safety safeguards and sabotage,
--cash flow impact on the U.S. Treasury, and
--cost and timing of the next enrichment capacity.
REASONABLE PRICE
If the next increment of enrichment capacity were Government owned and operated, a reasonable price should be insured
through congressional and executive branch oversight. If the
next enrichment increment was privately owned, a reasonable
price would depend on whether a viable competitive market
would result and, if not, whether methods of Government regulation or control could correct an otherwise unsatisfactory
competitive balance.
UEA's price for enriched uranium will be based on a
cost passthrough concept. Consequently, all UEA's costs
plus a IS-percent return on equity will be paid by UEA's
customers. Also, UEA's take-or-pay contract would not permit its customers to terminate the contracts in favor of
another enricher if UEA's price was not competitive.
ERDA feels that the proposed legislation will spur
competition in the uranium enrichment industry and that price
regulation will not be necessary. ERDA sees the UEA plant
as a desirable step to full competition, because it will
demonstrate to the private sector that a privately owned
plant, with Government assistance, can operate successfully.
UEA officials told us they believe competition to their
plant will come from foreign nations and other domestic firms.
ERDA sees increased competition developing with the
arrival of the gas centrifuge process. Because centrifuge
26

process plants can be built on a smaller scale than gaseous
diffusion plants, ERDA expects several firms to enter the
uranium enrichment industry, thereby increasing competition.
The Edison Electric Institute, in its June 1974 report
"Uranium Enrichment Facilities," commented on whether there
will be effective competition in the uranium enrichment
industry or. whether pr ice regulation will be required.
~he question of pr ice regulation is not clear cut.
On the one hand, the business of providing enrichment services on a commercial basis has several
characteristics which could act to inhibit free
competition among suppliers. For one, the magnitude
of the capital investment entailed in entering this
market, which derives from economy of scale considerations fundamental to the existing technologies,
can be expected to restrict the number of competing
enterprises. For another, the long-term nature
of the contract commitments required, especially
where the venturer must protect against technical
obsolescense of facilities in which he is making
a large and heavily debt-financed investment, act
to 'lock in' customer accounts and thereby diminish
opportunities for competition. For a third, the
'customer' is a public-service industry that is
itself regulated. On the other hand, there are
several factors which augur well for the evolution
of a highly competitive supply industry. Most obvious of these is the indicated rapid growth in demand
for enrichment services. Another is the indicated
promise of the centrifuge process, the employment
of which should facilitate competition among suppliers. Still another is the compactness of nuclear
fuel, which by reducing transportation costs to
a nominal consideration, facilitates the emeraence
of a competitive world market."
~
11

~~e believe that because ( 1) the magnitude of capital
investments required could limit the number of firms in this
industry, (2) the long-term nature of enrichment contracts
precludes customers from "shopping around" for better prices,
and (3) the uncertainties regarding the demand for nuclear
power, the likelihood of a highly competitive uranium enrichment industry is not great.

FOREIGN IMPLICATIONS
It is important for the United States to maintain as much
of the foreign market as possible to (1) maximize our balance
of payments position, (2) obtain the commitment of additional
27
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nations to accept the principal of nuclear nonproliferation,
and (3) cooperate with other major oil-consuming nations
which are looking to nuclear power to help reduce their
dependence on foreign oil imports. Several foreign countries
are constructing enrichment capacity, and the longer this
country delays in constructing new capacity, the worse our
position will be in competing for foreign customers. ERDA
estimates that U.S. enrichment suppliers will capture about
30 percent of the foreign demand.
An analysis of the effect of Government versus private
ownership on balance of payments would involve making a
number of judgemental assumptions. Capturing as much of
the foreign market as possible ultimately will result in the
greatest inf low of dollars to the United States regardless
of ownership.
U.S. enrichment sales to foreign governments has been a
factor in limiting the spread of nuclear weapons. For
example, sales of enrichment services have been used as
leverage to obtain safeguards and nonproliferation guarantees.
Enrichment sales have also been an important factor in
enlisting the support of other nations in using nuclear power
as an alternative to oil. As other nations find new sources
for enrichment services, the United States may lose the leverage
that a dominant trading position provides.

agreement that probability of a critica~ acc~dent is
.
extremely small. In 30 years of op~r~t1ng h1~tory of existing gaseous diffusion plants, no cr1t1~al accidents have
occurred. If a critical accident woulo occur, most of the
radioactive materials would be contained in the enrichment
equipment or building. The immediate vicinity would incur
minor contamination.
Sabotage
According to BRDA, an act of sabotage at an enrichment
facility would not result in a nuclear explo~ion: The
expected objective of saboteurs would be to inflict as much
damage as possible so as to shut down the plant for a
period of time (days to weeks, depending on the damage).
Every type of sabotage at the plant could not be prevented. A well-trained, w~11-armed terrorist group could
damage the plant. It is anticipated that the major deterrents to acts of sabotage, a trained- and armed-security
contingent, will be adequate. No una~thorized entranc~ to
the plant will be allowed. An exclusion area surrounding
the plant will be established ~nd protected .by a7rned ~uards.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, through its licensing
process, will be responsible for determining whether safeguards will be adequate.
Nuclear material theft

SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS

Although the proposed legislation makes no specific
mention of accidents, sabotage, safety, or nuclear proliferation as related to enrichment facilities, there is considerable public interest in these topics. Expanding U.S.
uranium enrichment capacity has ramifications in all these
areas. However, there appears to be little difference
between privately owned or Government-owned capacity with
regard to these topics.
Enrichment plants safety
Gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge plants will process
fissile materialsl that could accidentially produce a critical
mass reaction--a chain reaction resulting in a release of
thermal energy. However, because of the required design
reviews, detailed operating· procedures, administrative controls, and regular nuclear safety surveys, there is general

A person with the requisite technical expertise and the
necessary resources coul~ make a ?rude nucl~ar weapon fro~ .
about 17 kilograms! of highly enriched uranium. The p~ss1b1:
lity that nuclear material could be stolen, lost, <?r. d~vertea
from authorized use increases as the number of facilities
--such as enrichment facilities--having such material increases. Whether the facility is Government owned or privately owned should not influence the probability of theft.
It is a physical possibility for private enrichment.
plants to produce sufficiently enriched uranium for use 1n
nuclear weapons. This would have to be done covertly as the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, expressly p7ohi~its
the production of uranium for weapons by any organ1zat~on
other than the Government. Because of economic penalties,
licensing, and safeguard requirements, however, it is not
a practical alternative for a private plant.

1Any

material that will fission by neutrons of all energies
or split into two parts, accompanied by the release of a
large amount of energy and generally one or more neutrons.
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lA kilogram equals approximately 2.2 pounds.
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UEA told us that for its proposed plant to produce
weapons-grade material, it would have to (1) add additional
capacity at a cost of about $700 million and add almost 2
years to the construction schedule, or (2) send the product
elsewhere for further enrichment, or (3) recycle the product at the plant causing tremendous fluctuations in power
consumption, diversion of considerable amounts of inventory
from its customers, and high costs. Actions of this magnitude should alert the Government to such clandestine activities.

and the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 110 Rules and Procedures. The Government
has told industry that it should not assume that the Government would approve a proposed arrangement that would
result from commercial negotiations. Any arrangements
would be subject to an appropriate Agreement for Cooperation
between the United States and the country or countries
of the foreign entity. The Government findings as to
the acceptability of such proposals would be judged on
the basis of:
·

Safeguarding nuclear material at enrichment facilities
is subject to provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is responsible
for insuring that all special nuclear material, including the
material produced by enrichment plants, is effectively safeguarded from unauthorized use. Privately owned enrichment
plants will be subject to periodic inspections and enforcement
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

--compatibility with overall foreign policy objectives, including effective international energy
cooperation,
--assurance that international security interests
woula be protected,
--assurance of support of domestic U.S. interests,
including the surety of U.S. fuel supply needs
being met by the establishment of a competitive
private supply industry, and
·

Nuclear weapons proliferation
Both the diffusion and centrifuge enrichment processes
can enrich uranium so that it could be used in nuclear
weapons. therefore, it is necessary to prevent enrichment
technology from falling into the control of nations or
subnational groups that would construct and operate an
enrichment plant to produce material for nuclear weapons.
Expanding enrichment capacity in the United States regardless of ownership increases the potential that classified
enrichment technology could illegally or inadvertently be
disclosed to countries or groups presently without an enrichment capability. An ERDA official told us that about 10
percent of the people employed at an enrichment facility
would have access to classified enrichment information.
Security measures for protecting classified enrichment
technology include physical protection, personnel clearances,
and possible fine and imprisonment for violation of relevant
legislation. ERDA believes these measures are adequate but
can be increased if necessary.
On February 11, 1974, the Secretary of State opened the
Energy Conference by stating, in part, that the
United States is prepared to examine sharing diffusion and
centrifuge enrichment technology with other nations. ERDA's
present policy is to permit domestic companies which
expect to provide enrichment capacity in the United States
to initiate unclassified discussions with foreign entities
within the confines of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,
v~ashington

--reasonable compensation to the u.s. public for
Government-developed technology.
State Department officials told us that informal a1scussions have taken place with foreign countries but no
applications have been made for sharing enrichment technology.
CASH

FLm~

U1PACT ON THE U. S ~ TREASURY

If private industry provides the next increment of enrichment capacity, the Government would not incur any construction costs and would receive taxes and royalties from
the private enrichers.
While the UEA proposal would remove the costs of construction from the Federal budget, so would a number of other
alternative arrangements, including forms of Government
ownership which could have self-financing authority and
the ability to borrow funds from the public.
In addition, if the Government builds the next increment of enrichment capacity and it is financed through the
U.S. Treasury, in time a positive cash flow to the Treasury
would result because revenues generated by its existing
plants and the additional capacity and the existing plants
would exceed the Government's cost. LRDA estimates that
by fiscal year 1990 such revenues would exceed cost by
about $8.3 billion assuming a price for its enrichment
services of $76 per swu.
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Projections of costs and revenues to the year 1990
necessarily involve predictions of future market conditions
and are subject to much uncertainty. The credibility of
such projections decrease as the period of time over which
they are made increases. We do not place great importance
on the absolute amount of revenues ERDA has estimated will
be generated by 1990 or on when costs incurred in building
the add-on will be recouped. However, we do feel it is
important to point out that cumulative revenues from the
three existing Government plants and the proposed add-on
will exceed cumulative costs by 1981.
COST AND TIMING OF NEXT ENRICHMENT CAPACITY
Both UEA's schedule and the ERDA contingency plan call
for additional capacity to be provided in 1983. UEA plans
to have its entire 9 million swu plant operating by July
1983. ERDA's contingency plan calls for building an add-on
diffusion plant at Portsmouth. The ado-on plant would have
an initial capacity of 4.4 million swu; however, capacity
could be expanded to 8.8 million SWU without a major cost
penalty if authorization for such expansion is received
within 2 years after the first half-size plant is authorized.
ERDA estimates that the construction cost of increasing the
enrichment capacity of the Portsmouth plant by 8.8 million
SwO would be about $2.1 billion (1975 dollars).
UEA's
estimate to build a 9 million SWU enrichment plant is about
$3.3 billion (1975 dollars), which includes about $2.7 billion (1975 dollars) for construction. These figures show
that an add-on plant is cheaper to construct than a
stan.d-alone plant.
Because an add-on plant initially could be built at
half-size, it could minimize the amount of diffusion capacity
constructed. That is, the half-size capacity could buy time
until the more efficient centrifuge process is developed
for commercial use.
UEA's schedule
According to UEA officials, its enrichment facility will
be fully operable by July 1983. Major milestones for bringing UEA's plant on line are:
Apply to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for construction permit to build enrichment facility.

August 1, 1976

Begin construction of two nuclear
powerplants.

January 1977
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Receive limited work authorization!
from Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

July 1, 1977

Receive construction permit from
Nuclear Regulatory CollUiission.

January 1, 1979

Initial operation.

April 1, 1981

Pull production.

July 1, 1983

Several factors indicate that UEA's schedule may be
optimistic. According to ERDA and ERDA contractor officials
UEA has made insufficient allowance for contingency factors '
and testing of certain components. These officials told us
that the schedule, although possible to achieve, could be
optimistic by as much as 1 to 2 years.
According to ERDA, Southern Company2 will supply 2,400
megawatts of electric capacity to UEA's project through
Alabama Power Company, which will build and operate two large
nuclear powerplants dedicated to the enrichment plant.
UEA officials told us that they anticipate having enough
power when required, because they will use much of the desian
work that has already been completed for two other nuclear
reactors that have received construction permits but have
been postponed indefinitely because of lack of consumer demand
and financing difficulties.
J

Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials told us that the
powerplants will have to be relicensed and that they expect
Alabama Power Company to petition the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to begin its licensing review as soon as the Government agrees to assist UEA in building the enrichment plant.
UEA's schedule is predicated on building the nuclear reDuring 1974 nuclear powerplant construction was averaging 72 months. Estimates for 1975 and 1976 are
82 and 79 months, respectively. Accordingly, UEA's construction
schedule may be optimistic and difficult to achieve.
a~tors in 60 mo~ths.

1

Allows preparation of the project site, but no major
construction of the process building is permitted.
2
A holding companr whose operating affiliates are Alabama
Power Company, Georgia Power Company, Gulf Power Company,
and Mississippi Power Company.
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If the t~o powerplants are not able to produce enough
power for the UEA plant, UEA will be required to obtain its
power from other sources. In this case, whether Alabama
Power Company will be able to supply all 2,500 megawatts of
electricity required in 1983 is questi~nable because it
currently estimates having a reserve capacity of about 1,600
megawatts at that time. If available, the additional
electricity needed could be supplied from the Southern
Company's reserve system.

E~DA officials told us that ERDA is now studying
potential problems regarding power supply for a Government add-:-o~, including the request for Government guarantee
of securities.

Government's schedule
The Government's add-on plant schedule calls for initial
operation early in 1983. To meet this schedule several actions
must be taken in the next few months concerning plant design
and power supply.
Plant design
Plant design should begin by January 1, 1976, with
March 31, 1976, the latest possible date to begin design. To
meet the January 1 design start, an additional $6 million
funding authorization over the current fiscal year 1976 budget
is needed. ERDA's schedule called for receiving such authority
by July 1976. However, ERDA has not submitted a request for
authorization. The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy added $25
million to ERDA's fiscal year 1976 budget to cover such items
as plant design and long leadtime items associated with the
add-on. This budget has yet to pass Congress.
ERDA officials told us the request for proposals from
architect-engineering firms is being prepared and will go
out soon. They expect the contract could be awarded by
January 1976.
Power supply
'l'o insure power availability for the add-on plant, negotiations should start by January 1, 1976. A letter agreement with the power suppliers would be executed by October
1976, with the definitive contract completed by April 1977.
ERDA has contacted a power supplier in the Portsmouth
area--the American Electric Power Company--to determine its
interest in providing the· needed electricity. Coal-fired
plants woula be used, and Ohio siting requirements would have
to be met. This company told ERDA they would consider furnishing the. needed power provided that a new subsidiary
corporation be set up with the Government guaranteeing its
securities. We think it is doubtful that the Government
will guarantee a utility's securities.
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CHAPTER 4
ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
If the Government were to provide the next increment of
enrichment capacity, there would be drawbacks to providing
this capacity under ERDA's existing structure. The an~ual
budget and appropriation process could prevent the businesslike conduct of the enriching activity. The budget process
has delayed implementing the Cascade Improvement P:og~am
and Cascade Upgrading Program.1 Also under the ex1st1ng .
structure, enrichment activities must compete for funds with
other ERDA programs.
This chapter contains a description and analysis of
various forms of Government ownership in which more businesslike operations should be possible.
CONTINUED OPERATION WITHIN ERDA
WITH SELF-FINANEING AUTHORITY
Establishing a self-financed uranium enrichment enterprise as a subdivision of ERDA is an alternative which co~ld
involve the least amount of change from the present organization. This alternative has also been referred to as a
Directorate within ERDA. No change in management or operational personnel would be necessary, and little, if any, change
would be required in the organization structure. This
arrangement would also avoid interfacir:19 problems with ERO~
that would have to be resolved if any independent corporation
were established.
Operating the enterprise could be financed by reapplying
revenues for enriching services (for example, through a
revolving fund) and could be augmented by appropriations
from the Federal Government through the conventional budget
process whenever costs exceed revenues. Rev:nues.in excess
of needs would be repaid to the Treasury. Financing could
also be provided by reapplying revenues and by borrowing
from the public and/or the Treasury.
with authorization to reapply revenues and to borrow
funds, the enterprise could operate within ERDA to provide
1The Cascade Improvement Program will incorporate the
latest technology into the existing plant equipment.
The Cascade Power Upgrading Program will permit effective
use of larger amounts of electric power in the existing
and improved equipment.
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additional capacity as needed without the leadtimes and
other considerations associated with obtaining funds through
the budgetary process, in which the enrichment activities
would have to compete for funds with all other Government
programs and in which judgments would be made on bases other
than minimizing costs of an industrial-type activity.
Treasu~y borrowings are the least expensive debt
funding. These borrowings are treated as part of the public
debt and therefore are subject to the public debt ceiling.
An example of a Government corporation having authority to
borrow from the Treasury is the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Direct borrowings from the pub! ic could furnish some
added flexibility in providing for improvements and expansions
and in providing for funding of operations without regard to
the public debt ceiling. The Tennessee Valley Authority has
been granted this authority.
As to the possible disadvantages of ~his organizational
arrangement, policies governing operation of the plants
could be affected by other ERDA policies and programs rather
than determined on a strictly business! ike bas is.
An example of a commercial-type enterprise operating
within the Government with authority to reapply revenues is
the Government Printing Office. A revolving fund was
established for the Government Printing Office; this fund
is replenished by excess revenues from printing and binding
work for the Congress and Federal agencies over operating
expenses, including depreciation of equipment and building
improvements.
The enterprise may either serve as a permanent form of
Government organization or as an intermediate step leading
to the creation of a Government corporation.
This alternative was suggested several years ago by
the Atomic Energy Commission but was abandoned because of
strong adverse congressional reaction to the potential use
of the enterprise as a vehicle for transferring ownership
of the Commission's existing enrichment plants from the
public to the private sector. The enterprise can be
established with provision that existing Governmnent plants
not be transferred to the private sector. This enterprise
would be easier to implement than a Government· corporation.
Without borrowing authority, the enterprise would
depend on appropriations through the conventional budget
process whenever costs exceed revenues.
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WHOLLY OWNED GOVERNMENT CORPORATION
WITHIN ERDA
Establishing a Government corporation within ERDA could
permit operation of enrichment plants on a businesslike basis
without requiring considerable changes in the current organization. The corporation could be financed independently of
ERDA's appropriations by reapplying revenues and by borrowing
from the Treasury and/or the public. Organizationally, the
corporation would be managed by the Administrator and a Board
of Directors he designates.
The corporation's business-type budget would be transmitted to the Office of Management and Budget and the Congress.
Because of the self-financing arrangement, funding for operations, long-range plant improvements, and construction programs would not depend on the annual budgetary and appropriations procedures. The corporation would still be subject,
to some extent, to Government policy constraints on expenditures and debt management, depending on legislative limitations
placed on the corporation. For example, a debt ceiling could
be imposed to control expansion.
This form of corporation is the simplest and most direct
approach. This corporate structure would also result in
minimum disruption of established organizational and operating
arrangements. It would maintain a single focal point for all
atomic energy policy and mangement and thereby provide
consistency of uranium enrichment policy in relation to other
atomic energy programs.· This mode of Government operation
could either continue indefinitely or later be converted to a
private organization.

It ~hould b~ noted, however, that an independent
corporation would ( 1) create the possibility of conf 1 ict
between corporate policy and the actions and policies of
ERDA and (2) essentially preclude use of the special skills
and expe:ience of certain.key ERDA employees by either the
corporation or ERDA.
. ~f ex~sting Government corporations, the organization
and financing of the Tennessee Valley Authority power program
~robably would most closely resemble those needed by an
independent enrichment corporation which must raise large
amounts of money from borrowings and revenues for its power
pro~r~m'.s constr~ction activities.
The Authority's nonpower
activities ~re financ~d through congressional appropriations.
Mana.gement is vested in a three-member board of directors
appointed by the President for staggered 9-year terms and
a ge~eral m~nager. The board is responsible to the P;esident
and is required by law to submit periodic reports to the
Congress.

The corporation would take longer to implement than a
Directorate and would also require legislation. The continued
interrelationship with ERDA could affect the operations of
the corporation because of the influence of ERDA's policies
and procedures which related to ERDA's other responsibilities.

.
Another a~proach would be to establish a board of
directors appointed by the President, which would consist
of any number of persons but presumably a somewhat larger
number than the Authority's board, to represent parties
such ~s th7 electric.utilities, the nuclear industry, a~d
the finaz:icial c~mmun1ty. The board likely would serve on
a part-ti~e basis and would be responsible for decisions on
broad po~icy matters and for general supervision of the
corporation.

WHOLLY OWNED INDEPENDENT
GOVERNMENT CORPORATION

GOVERNMENT CORPORATION WITH JOINT
GOVER~T AND PRIVATE OWNERS~!f

A wholly owned independent Government corporation with
self-financing authority would enable the operation of the
enrichment plants to be conducted as a business-type enterprise. The corporation could be managed by a board of
directors whose members would be selected solely for their
managerial ability without an attempt to gain representation
of any particular segments of industry or Government.

. An indepen~ent Government corporation with partial
private ?wnership would probably operate more like a private
corporation ~han any of the alt~rnat~ves discussed previously.
The corpor~t1on would b~ self-financing from revenue and
·
could obtain funds for improvement and construction proqrams
from the sale of stock, bonds, and notes.
· -
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Est~blishing an independent Government enrichment
corporati?n would (1) tend to eliminate any appearance of
preferential treatment for Government activities and to
p7esent less of an appearance of subsidy, (2) provide for
~irec~.rep:esentation of a broader range of interests by
including ~ndustry representatives on the board of directors
and (3) eliminate the possibility of conflict between ERDA '
and corporat~ interests in staff use.

The.capital structure of a mixed Government-industry
corporation could consist of capital stock issued by the
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CHAPTER 5
corporation the majority of which would be retained, at least
initially, by the Treasury and the r~mainder sold either to
domestic and foreign enrichment services customers or to the
public. A stock offering of this nature could serve a~ an
important source of capital to the enrichment corpo~ation,
especially in the next few years when costs are proJected to
be substantially greater than revenues.
This mechanism could assist private industry ent~r~ng
the enrichment business by initial risk sharing. Add1t1onal
capacity built under this mechanism could eventually be
transferred to private industry. Also, through Gov~r~ment
control of the board, responsiveness to Federa~ pol1c1es c~n
be insured. Finally, it provides the opportunity for foreign
participation in equity financing.
Drawbacks include possible management conflict due to
differing objectives of Government and industry. Also the
capital structure of this option would be more complex.

CONCLUSIONS

If the use of nuclear power to generate electricity is
to grow, then the Nation must develop additional uranium
enrichment capacity to meet the needs of domestic and
foreign customers. while the immediacy of the need cannot
be stated with certainty, additional capacity is projected
to be needed as soon as the early 1980s. Because of the
long lead time associated with the design and construction
of enrichment facilities, prompt decisions regarding the
amount, the type, and the manner of that capacity are
needed.
The Administration has proposed legislation intended
to facilitate both decisions and action on this matter.
'!'he Administration proposal, which is intended to encourage
''pr ivatization 11 of the enrichment process would:
1.

Authorize ERDA to enter into cooperative arrangements with as many private firms that wish to
build, own, and operate enriching plants as the
ERDA Administrator believes necessary to develop
~ competitive industry.

2.

Authorize ERDA to provide various forms of
assistance and assurances under such arrangements.

3.

Limit the Government's total potential liability
to $8 billion in the event that the private
ventures fail and the Government has to take
them over.

4.

Authorize ERDA to start construction planning
and design activities for expanding one of the
Government's existing enrichment facilities as
a contingency measure.

5.

Provide for congressional review of the basis
for the cooperative arrangements by the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.

The response of private industry to the Administration
proposal has been mixed. With respect to the next increment
of uranium enrichment capacity, using the gas diffusion
process, only a single proposal has been received by ERDA,
an offering by Uranium Enrichment Associates. On the other
hand, several proposals have been received with respect to
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subsequent increments utilizing more advanced centrifuge
technologies.
The limited industry response with respect to using the
gaseous diffusion technology for the next.increment of
capacity and the nature of that response increases the
relevance of the portion of the Administration's legislative
proposal which supports ERDA's in-house efforts which would
be necessary to develop and add on to existing Government
facilities.
There are basic differences between a decision on providing the next increment of uranium enrichment capacity and
providing additional increments which may be required in the
future. While it might be possible to move immediately to
the newer gaseous centrifuge process to provide the next
increment, it is generally agreed that if the next increment
of uranium enrichment capacity is the proven gaseous diffusion
technology the country will be more certain of an adequate
supply of enriched uranium during this period of transi~~on
between diffusion and centrifuge technology. Gasesous diffusion plants owned by the Government and operated under
contract by private firms have been operating successfully
for over 30 years.
Any new gaseous diffusion uranium enrichment capacity
that is constructed is likely to be the last-of-its-kind in
the United States. Future U.S. uranium enrichment capacity
will most likely use the gaseous centrifuge or other advanced
enrichment processes since they offer pote~tial advantages
over diffusion technology in such areas as total cost, energy
use, flexibility, and simplicity. Th is potential for technological obsolescence of the diffusion process, taken
together with other factors cited in the report, makes it
unlikely that any private firm would undertake the construction of a last-of-a-kind gaseous diffusion plant without
considerable Government assurances and guarantees. The
Administration's proposal provides such guarantees in order
to insure the "pr i vatiza ti on" of the enrichment process.
However, existing information made available by ERDA officials
indicates that equivalent additional capacity can be added
on to an existing plant at less than the cost of constructing
a new stand-alone gaseous diffusion plant.
ERDA makes two basic arguments in favor of accepting
the UEA proposal. First, the UEA plant would demonstrate
to the private sector that a privately owned plant--with
Government assistance--can operate successfully. Second,
private construction of the plant would have a favorable
budgetary impact since the Government would not likely incur
any direct costs and would receive royalties and taxes.

Treasury or the public. Such a corporation could
operate on a business-like basis and not be subject
to possible conflicts with other programs in ERDA
for funds and management attention. Moreover, a
self-financing proposal would free the corporation
from the budgetary requirements to seek congressional approval of appropriations, thereby achieving
a major goal sought by the present legislative pro~
posal.
If, notwithstanding the foregoing, Congress wishes to
pursue the construction of a new free-standing facility by
UEA, the deficiencies of the existing UEA proposal should
be corrected in a time frame which enables construction to
begin on schedule. The renegotiation should focus on UEA's
options, entitlements, and risks.
We have deliberately separated the issue of the next
increment from the questions surrounding additional future
capacity. While the issues are presented in the present
legislative proposal as a package, they are clearly
separable. Our analysis yielded no areas in which a
decision not to proceed with the UEA proposal would
preclude actions to encourage a competitive private industry
for future capacity using centrifuges and other advanced
technologies. The greater industry interest in centrifuge
operations is an encouraging sign.
Regarding future increments in uranium enrichment
capacity, research and development efforts in advanced
enrichment technologies such as gas centrifuge and laser
isotope separation offer potential for more efficient
enrichment of uranium. Gas centrifuge also offers the
potential for involvement of more private firms because
it can be built in smaller increments which require less
capital. Even using advanced technologies, however,
competition will be limited because (1) the capital investment required is still large (about $1 billion), (2) the
Government will likely continue to control the technology,
and (3) the firms which have indicated an interest in the
process have also indicated that customers are required to
take a set amount of production.
We believe that ERDA should seek and encourage private
industry to continue efforts in advanced technologies throuqh
explicit programs. We recognize that Government assistance.
and assurances will be required. In working to get orivate
industry involved, however, the Government should se~k a
more equitable sharing of risk by the private enrichers and
the Government than is contained in the UEA proposal. In
any event some form of Government assurances and guarantees,
45
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CHAPTER 6
similar to those in the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance
Act, will be needed.
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
~'I' COMMI'rTEE ON A'l'OMIC ENERGY
The Joint committee on Atomic Energy should consider:
--Authorizing ERDA to construct.t~e.nexthincrement
of the enrichment capacity utilizing t e proven
enrichment process.
--Establishing a Government corporation with s~lf
f inancing authority to.m~n~ge the Governments
uranium enrichment facilities.
--Developing legislation with provisions similar
to those in the proposed Nucle~r Fuel Assur~nce
Act authorizing ERDA to enter into corporative
agreements with private enrichers using advanced
technologies.

SCOPE 01" REVIEW
Our review was made primarily at ERDA headquarters in
Germantown, Maryland, and was directed toward analyzing (1)
the proposea Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975, (2) the
May 30, 197 5 ,- proposal by UEA to build the fir st privately
ownea enrichment facility, and (3) the attendent issues that
emerged from these two proposals. we obtained the information
in this report by reviewing documents, reports, correspondence,
and other records and by interviewing responsible officials.
In addition to discussing these matters at ERDA headquarters we met with officials of the following organizations.
--ERDA's Oak Ridge Operations Office, Oak Ridge,
Tennnessee,
--Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Bethesda, Maryland,
--Union Carbide Corporation, nuclear division, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee,
--Uranium Enrichment Associates, San Francisco,
California,
--Garrett Corporation, Torrance, California,
--Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc., Bellevue, Washington,
--Electro-Nucleonics, Inc., Washington, D.C.,
--Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio,
--Solomon Brothers, New York, New York, and
--Kukn, Loeb, and Company, New York, New
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FOREIGN ENRICHMENT CAPACITY
The largest enrichment capacity outside the United
states is the u.s.5.R., and private sources have ~ep~rted
that they have a total capacity of a~out 7 or 8 million S~U
a year. However, their total sales in 1974 to non-Co~munist
bloc countries is estimated at about 500,00~ s~u. Thi~
number is expected to increase to about 4 million SWU in
1980. The u.s.s.R. offers contracts for spot sales as well
as long-term agreements. The charge per SWU under past
soviet contracts has been ~bout 5-per:ent l~ss ~ban the
ERDA charge but is expected to approximate ERDA s from now
until the 1980 s.
~he British and French each have a 400,000 SWU a year
diffusion plant currently in ope~ation, bu~ the .Plan~s are
soon to be shut down. The Eurodif consortium, in which.
France has a 42 percent interest, Italy 24 percent, S~ain
12 percent, Belgium 12 percent~ and.Iran 10 percen~, is
currently building a gaseou~ d7ffusion plant .. It is planned
to have a capacity of 3.1 m~ll~on ~WU a year in 1~79, 6.5
million in 1980, and 10.8 million in 1982. Eurodi~ contracts
require only a 6-year leadtime as compare~ to ERO~ s 8
years, but Eurodif charges a relatively higher .pric~ for
each swu. Eurodif has also planned a sec~nd diffus~on.
plant which would have an es~im~ted. capacity <:f. 3 mill7on
swu a year in 1983 and 8.5 million in 1985 and increasing
to 10 million SWU after 1985.
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aerodynamic method of isotope separation) and plans to have
a 5 million swu a year capacity by 1986. The Federal
Republic of Germany is planning an enrichment plant using a
jet nozzle method of isotope separation.
_ . ~ever al. other nations and consortiurns are considering
building enrichment plants but have made no definite decisions
Australia would like to have a gas centrifuge plant to enrich •
their large supply of uranium resources to sell to Western
Europe and Japan. However, Australia's prospective customers
must first obtain the necessary financing, and Australia
must ob ta in the technology to build and operate the plant.
Cana~i~ ~s a French and.Canadian joint venture to study the
feasibility of a potential gaseous diffusion plant to be
located in Canada. They would like to have a 9 million swu
a year plant on line by 1985 based on U.S. or European technology and outside financing. Brinco is another Canadianbased consortium considering building an enrichment plant
also based on U.S. or European technology (diffusion or
centrifuge) and outside financing.
A:cording to ERDA, Brazil has recently made an agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany under which·
Germany will not only sell power reactors to Brazil but
also establish in Brazil the complete fuel cycle, including
~n enrichment J?lant usi~g the jet nozzle technology. Zaire
na~ ~xpressed interest in some type of enrichment plant to
utilize excess hydropower but, according to ERDA, so far
no one has come forward to finance, build, and operate such
a plant.

Another consortium, Urenco, was established on March 4,
1970. This is a joint venture by the Netherlands, the .
united Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany to b~ild
a gas centrifuge enrichment plant. Urenco has complete~
pilot plants at Almelo, Netherlands~ and Capenhurst, United
Kingdom, and is building demonstration plants at the same
sites to be completed by 1978. They expect to have an
operating capacity of about 1.4 million SWU a year by 1980
and a capacity of 10 million by 1985. Urenco's contracts
require a shorter leadtime tha~ ERDA's (only 4 to 5 years)
but their charge for each SWU is now about $100.
Other countries have planned enrichment plants for the
more distant future but have not made firm commitments. For
example, Japan plans to have a pilot gas centrifuge plant
with a capacity of 25,000 SWU a year completed by 1978. They
expect to have a fully operation~! pl~nt by ~980 at an annual
capacity of about 300,000 SWU which will be increased to 1
million s~w a year by 1985. South Africa ?as completed a
pilot plant using a secret technology (prooably an
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COMPARISON OF CURRENT
AND FORMER UEA PROPOSALS
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The following table summarizes the differences in the
two proposals.

On December 23, 1974, UEA submitted its first proposal
to the Atomic Energy Commission for Government assistance to
build an enrichment facility. The current May 30, 1975, proposal retains many of the same requests, such as:

CCMPARISON OF THE TWO UEA PROPOSALS
FOR GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
December 1974

May 1975

--Supplying essential components to UEA.
--Providing technical assistance and know-how on
the installation and operation of the gaseous
diffusion process.

Supply components at
reasonable charges.

Supply components at
Government's cost.

Provide technical assistance at reasonable charges.

Provide technical assistance at cost.

Guarantee that ERDAmanufactured items and
processes will operate as
expected.

No change.

ERDA obligation to complete
plant without reference to
time of obligation.

Transfer of ownership.

UEA access to ERDA stockpile of 11 million SWU
during the early year.

UEA access to ERDA stockpile up to 9 million SWU,
decreasing to 0 after 5
years.

swu

Purchase of 5 to 10 million
from UEA over the first
3 to 5 years.

Purchase up to 6 million
SWU from UEA during first
5 years.

Termination of ERDA enrich·
ment contracts.

Withdrawn.

Assumption of defaulting
utility obligations.

Withdrawn.

--Assuring that the plant will operate successfully.
--Assuring domestic partners that the Government
will assume all liabilities and obligations, if
UEA cannot successfully complete the plant.
There are some major differences. According to ERDA,
the first proposal could have exposed the Government to a
larger obligation. This would have occurred because of the
proposition that ERDA would assume obligations defaulted
by U.S. utilities. ERDA's obligation was to have continued
for the remaining period of the utilities' 25-year contract,
until the enrichment services were sold to the other customers
or the domestic portion of UEA's debt had been retired,
whichever was earlier.
Another request that is no longer in the current proposal was that the Government arrange to terminate enough
long-term contracts with utilities to insure UEA that it
would effectively sell all of its product. ERDA stated
that it will accept a customer's request for termination
of their contract at no cost if the customer makes a firm
commitment to a domestic supplier for those services. This
would be done to the extent that the commitments so terminated are beyond those which ERDA can sustain at desirable
future operating conditions.
The original reque~t also proposed that the Government
obligate itself, by either guaranteeing bonds or providing
direct funds to UEA, to guarantee the completion of the
project. This would have occurred when a substantial cost
overrun took place and UEA was unable to obtain additional
funds from participants or lenders. This has been replaced
by the transfer of ownership assurance.
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND
GAO EVALUATION
In a letter dated October 14, 1975, the Administrator
of ERDA commented on a draft of this report. Presented
below is the text of the Administrator's letter along
with our evaluation.
ERDA Comment
"Dear Mr. Staats:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment
on your draft report on the expansion of uranium
enrichment capacity in the United States. As indicated
in the President's June 26, 1975, message to Congress,
this matter is of great importance to the Nation.
The President's proposal was designed to:
• Make clear immediately our National commitment
to provide the needed increase in U.S. capacity
to produce enriched uranium for domestic and
foreign nuclear power plants.
Retain u .s. leadership as a supplier of services
and technology for peaceful uses of nuclear
energy.

ERDA Comment
"We believe the most complete, accurate and objective
possible analysis and presentation of the problems,
issues, and alternatives is necessary to increase
public understanding of the President's proposal and
to provide the basis for early Congressional action
on that proposal. However, as detailed below, the
presentation, analysis and evaluation in your draft
report is not sufficiently complete, accurate or
objective to sustain its conclusions."
GAO Evaluation
We disagree that the report is not sufficiently
complete, accurate or objective to sustain its conclusion.
Our detail evaluation of the specific points ERDA made in
support of its position are discussed under each of the
appropriate sections containing ERDA's substantive reservations •
ERDA Comment
"We believe the report should be improved substantially
because it:
• Does not address fully the President's proposal."
GAO Evaluation

• Assure early creation of a private competitive
uranium enrichment industry -- ending the
Government monopoly.
• Accomplish the above with little or no cost
to taxpayers and with all necessary controls
and safeguards.

We clearly recognize that the Administration's proposal
is aimed at including a number of firms in the uranium
enrichment field. This point was also made as one of ERDA's
substantive reservations and is discussed in more detail
under appropriate sections below.
ERDA Comment

In contrast to the President's proposal, the GAO draft
report concludes that (a) ERDA should reject the proposal
received from the private firm that wishes to build a
gaseous diffusion plant, (b) the Government should build
and own the next i~crement of needed capacity, and
(c) that a Government Corporation should be created
to take bver existing and the next new capacity."

"Contains factual inaccuracies or misinterpretations."
GAO Evaluation
We have considered and revised as appropriate, sections
of the draft report to reflect ERDA's concerns.
ERDA Comment

GAO Evaluation

"Omits important considerations which, if taken
into account, would lead to different conclusions."

No comment required.
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GAO Evaluation

GAO Evaluation

we do not agree. We believe that the report fairly
considers all relevant factors of the Administration's
proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance A~t and of th~ UEA propc;>sal.
Our evaluation of ERDA's substantive reservations relating
to this point are discussed in the appropriate sections
below.

Our conclusion that the Government should provide the
next increment of capacity is based, in part, on the fact
that a prompt decision is needed, on the next increment of
uranium enrichment capacity if it is to come on line in the
early 1980 's· when needed. we agree with and support the
Administration's position that such a decision now, is
extremely important to maintaining this nations--riiternational
leadership in nuclear energy and in our non-proliferation
objectives.

ERDA Comment
~Reflects philosophic preferences (e.g., ~or ~
Government Corporation) rather than an ob)ective
evaluation of the many considerations involved."

ERDA Comment
"Briefly, our major substantive reservations about
the report are summarized below. Each of these
points is discussed further in Attachment A and
detailed page-by-page comments on the draft
report are included in Attachment B."

GAO Evaluation
we disagree with this statement. we recog~ize that
while certain a eriori arguments could be made in favor
of ''privatization" using the U~A method, whet~er c;>ne favors
such action is largely a function of ones belief in the
ability of the "market" to produce appropriate s~cial 11
results or, indeed, whether one concludes there ~s a market
in this area. The single proposal for the next increment
in and of its elf hardly cons ti tut es such a mark et. In our
judgement, whether to go for the privatization through the
UEA proposal to build a new pl~nt, or for the.Govern~ent
to add to existing plant capacity, should be Judged in
terms of certain basic questions: Which is the least cos~?
Which is most likely to succeed in providing needed c~pacity
in a timely manner? Which is likely to allow f~r m~xim~m
flexibility in capacity in a timely manner? ~hich is likely
to allow for maximum flexibility in capacity in case
assumptions or circumstances change?
Given these basic questions and the existing ci7cumstances we conclude that the next increment of uranium
enr ichm~nt capacity should be achieved by adding on to
the existing Government gaseous diffusion plants.

GAO Evaluation
11

Our evaluation of ERDA's substantive reservations·
about the report are presented below. we considered ERDA's
detailed comments on the draft report and where we felt
it appropriate, revisions were made.
ERDA Comment
"The draft report is almost exclusively limited
to a discussion of a proposal (still under
negotiation) from one industrial group -Uranium Enrichment Associates -- UEA, almost to
the exclusion of an evaluation of the President's
total program which would cover a number of
cooperative agreements with firms that wish to
build plants using diffusion and centrifuge
technology in the transition to a private competitive industry."
GAO Evaluation

ERDA Comment
"Does not emphasize.the urgency of a decision .
expanding the Nation's uranium enrichment capaci~y
which is important to our international leadership
in nuclear energy and our non-proliferation
objectives."

In our view the report clearly recognized that the
Administration's proposal is aimed at including a number
of firms in the uranium enrichment field with either the
existing gaseous diffusion technology, centrifuge, or other
advanced technologies.
In addition, the report also recognizes that the UEA
proposal is still under negotiation. Our discussions
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focus on the UEA proposal as it currently exists because
{l) the Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, requested
us to make such an evaluation and (2) it was the only
proposal that ERDA had under consideration at the time of
our review. In addition, if the proposed legislation is
enacted, ERDA's negotiations with UEA could conceivably
be completed shortly thereafter and the proposal could
serve as a precedent for negotiations on future proposals
submitted by other private firms.
An ERDA official told us that negotiations with
UEA were still a long way off from producing a mutually
agreeable proposal; however, UEA told us that negotiations
were proceeding well and have already produced a mutually
satisfactory interim agreement and material advancement
has been made in the formulation of and definition of the
issues of the long-range contract.
Because the UEA proposal once negotiated could serve
as a precedent in negotiations·with other private firms
and because of the progress being made toward a mutually
acceptable proposal, we feel it important to provide the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy· as much insight as
possible on the strengths and shortcomings of UEA's
proposal.
ERDA Comment
"The draft report does not reflect a clear understanding of the remaining uncertainties in
centrifuge technology or the role that both
technologies can play in sequence in achieving
a private competitive industry."
GAO Evaluation
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there was virtually complete agreement that the centrifuge
process would be used for future increments of capacity.
ERDA Comment
"The report does not seem to recognize that
following its conclusions may prevent ever
achieving a private competitive uranium
enrichment industry -- even though it professes to support that objective."
GAO Evaluation
We do not agree that our conclusions would discourage
private industry from entering the uranium enrichment field.
While we do not favor the adoption of the UEA proposal,
we strongly support ERDA's efforts to seek and encourage
private industry to continue efforts in advanced technologies
through explicit programs. In addition, we fully support
enactment of legislation, similar to the Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act, which would provide some form of government
assurance and guarantee to private firms wishing to build
enrichment plan ts using the centrifuge or ·other advanced
technologies. On October 1, 1975, CENTAR Associates submitted a proposal to ERDA to construct an enrichment plant
using the centrifuge process. CENTAR officials told us
that their proposal requested forms of government assistance
and offers to accept degrees of risk different from those
UEA is proposing.
Two other private firms also have recently submitted
proposals to ERDA to construct enrichment plants using
the centrifuge process.
This interest indicates to us that private firms would

This report explains that ERDA has been carrying out
research on the gas centrifuge process since 1960 and that
a pilot plant had been constructed to proof test the design
and operation of a centrifuge enrichment plant. The report
also explains that uncertainties exist as to the rate of
machine replacement and repair costs and that the main
question concerning the centrifuge process is whether it
can operate. at a cost ·as low as or lower than the gaseous
diffusion process. Also, we recognized that building and
operating the UEA plant with Government assistance would
demonstrate the Government's commitment to "privatization"
of the enrichment industry. It should be pointed out that
in our discussions with officials of ERDA, its contractors,
and private firms interested in building centrifuge'plants,
56

be willing to enter the enrichment field using advanced

technologies regardless of whether or not the UEA proposal
is accepted.
ERDA Comment
"The report {a) understates the risks to be
assumed by private firms that are contemplated
in the President's proposal, {b) understates the
risks to UEA and its proposal, and {c) overstates
the potential risks and costs to the Government.
11
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of the ERDA Administrator. The proposed legislation includes,
but is not limited to such assistance and assurances as

GAO Evaluation
The draft report clearly sets forth the risks and
uncertainties identified by the four potential private
enrichers and explains that some Government cooperation
or assurances are needed to attract financing because of
the risks and uncertainties associated with constructing
and operating a private enri~hrn7nt facility. '!'he report
lists such risks and uncertainties as
--classified technology;

--furnishing technical assistance, inf or mat ion,
inventions and discoveries, enriching services,
materials, and equipment on the basis of recovery
of costs;
--guaranteeing the quality of Government-furnished
equipment and materials;
--assuring the facility will perform successfully;

--no commercial experience;
--large capital requirements and long payback periods;
--licensing uncertainties;
--potential nuclear moratorium; and
--weak financial condition of many utilities.
The report points out that the Government take over
provision will expire about one year after ~uccessfu~
commercial operation and UEA access.to ERDA s ~toc~pile
of swu expires after five years. With the e~piration ~f
these assurances, UEA will be assuming the risks a~sociated
with operating its plant. However, the greatest.risks .
occur during the construction and initial operatin~ ~eriod.
UEA's 25-year contracts based on a pass thr~ugh pric~ng
concept act to minimize the risks involved in operating
the plant.
The proposed legislation provides that UEA risks losing
its domestic equity to the Government.in the :vent of gross
mismanagement, gross negligence, or willful misconduct by
UEA. The burden of proof will be on the Government. It
is difficult for us to visualize any circumstances where
the Government could prove gross mismanagement, gross
negligence, or willful misconduct, ~ecause t~e Gover~ment
will be involved in providing UEA with technical assistance,
design assistance, personnel training, enrichment process.
review, potential supplier evaluation, and co~ponent te~ting.
A partial return of equity could occur depending on UE~ ~h
compliance with its commitments, the efforts of UEA an
e
degree of fault.

--purchasing seperative work units from the private
enrichment plant;
--buying the assets or interest of any U.S. citizen
or organization owned or effectively controlled by
U.S. citizens in any enrichment plant, and assuming
their obligations and liabilities, if private industry
cannot finish or bring the plant into commercial
operation; and
--modifying, completing, and operating the plant
as a Government facility, or disposing of the plant.
The report states that the Government's potential
financial commitment includes (1) reimbursing domestic
participants if UEA is unable to complete the project and
(2) purchasing up to 6 million swu from UEA. The proposed
legislation authorized ERDA to enter into an unlimited
number of contracts with private firms but imposes an
$8 billion limit on the total potential cost to the Government
in the event all private ventures covered by cooperative
agreement were to fail. The report also states that ERDA
does not expect this to happen but believes the legislation
is necessary to assure customers and the financial community
of the Federal Government's commitment.
ERDA Comment
"The report does not analyze objectively its
strong recommendation that a Government corporation be created to provide uranium enrichment
services -- which corporation would have many
of the same drawbacks as direct government
financing."

The report explains that the forms and de~ree o~ assistance provided private firms would be at the discretion
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GAO Evaluation
The draft report states that a Government corporation
should be created to own and operate the three existing
Government enrichment facilities and provide the next increment
of capacity and that ERDA should seek and encourage private
industry to furnish succee~ing incremen~s thro~gh explic~t
programs. Because it is likely that private firms offering to
build such capacity will require some form of Government
assurances and guarantees, provisions similar to those in
the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act will be needed.
we reached th is position after our analysis concluded
that (1) the UEA proposal is not acceptable bec~us~ of the
negligible risk borne by UEA, ~2) further .negotia~ions are not
likely to result in a more equitable s~aring of ris~s, and (3)
the present ERDA-run enrichment operation could be improved
upon and that a Government corporation would be a desirable
method of more nearly placing the enrichment operation on
a businesslike basis.
The report states that while the UEA proposal would
remove the costs of construction from the Federal budget,
other forms of Government ownership with self-financing
authority and the ability to borrow funds from the public
would accomplish the same objective. Freedom from competing
for funds with other ERDA programs would permit a Government
corporation to operate enrichment activities on a ~re
businesslike basis than the present ERDA-run operation.
ERDA Comment
"The discussion of cash flow and Government
financing is inaccurate and misleading in that it
(a} does not make clear the large budget outlays
that would result over the next few years if the
Government builds new capacity; (b) incorrectly
implies that the costs of a new add-on Government plant would be recouped in about 6 years;
and (c) confuses revenue from existing plants
and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government
plant. The revenue from existing plants is
largely a repayment for past and cur~ent costs
to taxpayers for building and operating these
plants."
GAO Evaluation
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the Government add-on or to the add-on and existing enrichment
facilities. We made editorial changes to clearly point
out that ERDA estimates that revenues generated by the
existing plants and the add-on would exceed costs by about
$8.3 billion by the year 1990. It should be noted that
while the UEA proposal would remove the costs of construction
from the Federal budget, so would other forms of Government
ownership having self-financing authority and the ability
to borrow funds from the public.
ERDA Comment
"The statement that Goverment-owned capacity
could be added at a cost significantly less than
that of a similar sized privately-owned plant
ignores the broader benefits of private financing
and ownership of uranium enrichment plants
including the possibility of attracting
some $2 billion in foreign capital for the UEA
plant."
GAO Evaluation
In our judgement, the report clearly addresses the benefits
of private financing and ownership of uranium enrichment plan ts.
While we agree that private financing would have a favorable
budgetary impact, so would a number of other alternatives,
including forms of government ownership which would have
self-financing authority and the ability to borrow funds
from the pub! ic. If desired, we see no reason why the Government could not solicit foreign investments in building
additional enrichment capacity.
ERDA Comment
"while an early decision .on the approach to
expansion of U.S. capacity is essential to maintain the credibility of the u.s. and a reliable
supply source, a delay of one year or two -beyond the UEA planned date for having a plant
on line -- would not present serious problems.
Furthermore, although a half-sized, Governmentowned add-on plant could be completed by the
beginning of 1984, a plant equivalent in capacity
to the proposed UEA plant could not be brought on
line until at least 18 months after the presently
scheduled date for UEA plant completion (mid1983} ."

we recognize that the draft report was somewhat unclear
regarding whether our discussion of cash flow related to
61
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GAO Evaluation

GAO Evaluation

We recognize in the report that the immediacy of
when additional enrichment capacity is needed can not be
stated with certainty. We agree with ERDA that cancellations in nuclear powerplant orders, slippages in plant
on-line dates, and the Government's stockpile of enriched
uranium gives the nation some flexibility in accomodating
schedule slippages in construction of enrichment plants
by either the Government or industry.

. The report stated that ERDA now uses and other private
enr ichers--in addition to UEA--are expected to use "takeor-pay" contracts. Our discussion of UEA's plans to use
"take-or pay" contracts was intended to show the interaction
between the contracts and risk and should not be characterized
as criticism. Similarly, our discussion of the ultilities'
being responsible for providing the uranium to be enriched and
how that proposed arrangement interacts with risk should
not be characterized as ~mplied criticism.

If successfully demonstrated, providing additional
capacity using the centrifuge process offers the potential
for enriching uranium at a fraction of the electrical
energy needed using the gaseous diffusion process. Conservation of all forms of energy, including electrical energy.
is a major goal in this country today. Thus, the flexibility
that ERDA has pointed out could also be used to "buy time"
until the more efficient centrifuge process can be developed.
ERDA's recognition of this flexbility adds greater significance
to our conclusion that an add-on can be built in increments
thereby keeping additional gaseous diffusion capacity at
the minimum consistent with the development of centrifuge
technology. This approach would also maximize flexibility
to deal with the problems of changing demands or poor
projections.
Further, a delay by UEA in getting its plant on line-depending on the length of time involved--could (1) place a
greater dependence on the Government's stockpile to meet
UEA's customer requirements, and (2) increase UEA's costs,
which in turn would increase the Government's outlays in
the event of a Government takeover.
ERDA Comment
"The criticism in the draft report of private
ventures' plans to obtain long-term 'take-orpay' contracts for enrichment services, and
implied criticism of not providing the uranium
which is to be enriched, suggests that GAO may
not recognize current, widely accepted practices.
'Take-or-pay' contracts are now used by ERDA in
selling services from existing plants and a~e . .
often used in industry -- for example by ut1l1t1es
in purchasing coal."

ERDA Comment
"The er iticism of private ventures• slowness in
signing up foreign customers suggests a lack
of .understanding of the impact of the uncertainty
while Cong,ressional action is awaited, and the
positive effect that early Congressional
approval would have."
GAO Evaluation
The report recognizes that UEA is having difficulty
securing foreign participation and that the uncertainty
regarding the u.s. Government position on the project
was a possible cause for this situation. It seems reasonable
to us that there should be more certainty about the expected
foreign participation before ERDA places itself in a position
to accept a proposal for a project which is dependent on
foreign investment.
ERDA Comment
"The report is correct in concluding that the
safeguarding of nuclear materials and protection
of classified technology is not an issue in the
debate over Government vs. private ownership of
a plant. However, we believe the report should
emphasize that prompt action toward expanding
the Nation's uranium enrichment capacity would
be a major contribution to continued U.S. technological leadership and to non-proliferation
objectives."
GAO Evaluation
The report essentially contains the information ERDA
believes should be emphasized. We state that it is important
for the United States to maintain as much of the foreign
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market as possible to (1) maximize our balance of payments
position, (2) obtain the commitment of additional nations
to accept the principal of nuclear nonproliferation, and
(3) cooperate with other major oil-consuming nations which
are looking to nuclear power to help reduce their dependences
on foreign oil imports. We stated further that the longer
this country delays in constructing new enrichment capacity,
the worse our position will be in competing for foreign
customers. Also we recognized that sales of enrichment
services have been used as leverage to obtain safeguards
and non-prolif ication guarantees.
ERDA Comment
"We urge strongly that the General Accounting Off ice
proceed promptly with the correction and completion
of its report so that it will not contribute further
to delay in Congressional action on the President's
proposal. We believe it is essential that a National
decision on the means for expanding U.S. capacity to
enrich uranium be reached without further delay.
We are prepared to cooperate fully in providing any
additional information and assistance that you might
need in completing your report.
Sincerely,

Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Administrator"
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